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Nature – The largest virus laboratory
DISEASE: Why our economic system has to end. By Dieter Wieczorek
The Virus Hunters
Director Cédric Louis
Switzerland

As with every virus, COVID-19 is programmed to spread as much as possible.
It is specifically efficient for this reason
because it spreads very effetely by mostly not causing many symptoms, or even
none at all, at the beginning of the infection. With this simple fact, so begins Cédric Louis’ voyage inside the virus world,
entitled The Virus Hunters. We now know
how the COVID-19 pandemic has been
and is still used politically so, therefore, a
view on some facts is quite helpful.
The market for snakes and wild animals
is a yearly $16 Billion business. It includes hunting and capturing in dubious
conditions, which can easily cause the
spreading of sources, due to the proximity of incubators for diseases.
Bats and pangolins. A certain group of
bats had been identified as carrying a
95% similar virus to COVID-19, besides
other virus types, without being affected
themselves. The flexibility and quantity
of bats make them a very effective spreader. The virologist Gael Darren Maganga,
from the Interdisciplinary Medical Research Center of Franceville, Gabon, reconstructed the chain of contamination from
bats-fruits-primates-humans. For Ebola,
the intermediaries had been great apes,
as well as camels and horses. The highly
mortal but less contagious Coronavirus
SARS-CoV2 had been found in civets as
the intermediate host. They were forbidden to be trailed in China, but that policy
lasted only for a while.
About 50% of the pangolins in China
carry a very similar virus as COVID-19.
The result of keeping conditions in shared small places can be a so-called chimera virus, a virus combination, for example
from bats and pangolins, as Alexandre
Hassanin, an evolutionary biologist at the
Sorbonne University Paris points out.
As epidemiologist Daniel Lucey from
Georgetown University, Washington
DC indicates, it’s not certain whether
the Wuhan market was the very first
source of the virus spread. Somehow
the virus could have merely stayed inside the market, but as such, it offered
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an ideal ambiance to turn itself into an
epidemic center. Unfortunately, China
hasn't offered any information on the
places the virus was originally found or
whether tested animals were a possible
source of the market's outbreak. This
again serves as an example that requests from the WHO go unanswered, due
to its relatively weak international status. National movements and entities
like China can easily treat the WHO at a
distance as Suerie Moon, Co-Director in
the Centre for World Health in Geneva
point out.
Laboratories. The thesis of the fabrication of the virus in the Wuhan Institute of
Virology under the leadership of Zhang-li
is misleading. In fact, Zhang-li had warned
the scientific community that an outbreak of a new Coronavirus is very possible
in the next few years, as Braka Horvat, an
immunologist in CIRI, Lyon clarifies. Even
if it is true, that the Coronavirus is more
studied in less secured laboratories in
China, there is neither evidence nor even
a significant probability that it would have
All these
spread out from theanimals are
re, so these accusativictims of
ons draw allusions to
humans who
witch-hunting.
also hunt and
In a larger context,
threaten them
we need to be awaby destroying
re that viruses are
their habitats.
spread out in nature.
There is no need to
cook one up in a laboratory. In other words, the largest and
most powerful laboratory in the world is
nature itself.
Pangolins provide links for biodiversity, but they are systematically hunted
in Africa nowadays for the Chinese market and, therefore, are threatened with
extinction. It is also the situation for other species as Africa is continually plundered for Chinese needs.
Even if China bans pangolin consumption or medical utilisation, Hong Kong still
remains the first market trader. With a
hidden camera, Cédric Louis documents
the illegal selling of other endangered
species, like elephant tusks, tortoise
shells, and snakes; all of them part of Chinese pharmacology despite the unproven
benefits.

Organised crime. Just for pangolins alone, the illegal trade is estimated at 200
tons each year. John E. Scanlon, General
Secretary of CITES (2010-2018), indicates
that the continued high volume of illegal
trade is still going on and arranged by organised transnational criminal gangs who
poach and smuggle different species on
an industrial scale. The total yearly profit of this illegal traffic, including plants,
fishes, and trees, is estimated now at
$200 billion. For the moment, there aren't
even real instruments to apply against
these wildlife crimes because they still
aren't implemented in the UN convention
against transnational organised crime.
All these animals are victims of humans
who also hunt and threaten them by destroying their habitats. Scanlon reminds
us that, as fauna will continue to lose
space, biodiversity degrades, and the
contact between virus caring species and
humans will grow. There are hundreds
of thousands of viruses out there, which
can be worse, just like COVID-19. Therefore, we have to learn our lesson now. We
need to change what we have done. The
status quo is not an option anymore.
A new economy. Normally health, as Suerie Moon reminds us, isn't considered as
a security issue. But clearly, we see that
COVID-19 is the largest disaster since
World War II. A natural virus in the future
has to be treated as the highest security
threat, answered by decisions taken from
the highest political levels. Reflections
need to take place now to put in place an

action plan on how to govern the upcoming threats.
The ecologist Raphaël Arlettaz from
the University of Bern, Switzerland, makes it simple: our current economic system makes no sense anymore. We are not
a problem for biodiversity anymore, but
for ourselves.
Let's resume! We need to give up a market strategy directed by profit-making.
This is not a statement for communism,
as profit maker’s always like to falsely
declare, but for survival. If we just go on
after this crisis, forgetting our promises,
we will be historically guilty of not having
made significant changes.
Even in the short view perspective,
which also isn't sufficient anymore, we
need to remind ourselves that «disciplined» – controlled like China and North
Korea – societies will avoid much more
derangements and economic losses. On
the other side, the orders of a «controlled
society» can very quickly affect the general state of mind and politics in the «Western» world. All legitimating arguments
that are already on the table waiting to be
applied.
Cédric Louis delivers a documentary
at what is a most crucial time. Inevitably,
for such a dense work of information, the
voice-over has to play an important part;
but the interviews, locally captured images, and a hidden camera keep up the momentum and resonance.
dieter.wieczorek.press@gmail.com
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EDITORIAL: Can a film director combine both freedom and solidarity? By Truls Lie
When I meet
enthusiastic documentary directors
at festivals, I
think how they
can be today’s
new anarchists.
Why? Because many show their
motivations connected to both
freedom and solidarity – and not
just the first (neo-liberalists) or
just the second (socialists). I
am not talking about the violent
anarchists of 19th century here,
or the revolutions suggested
by Kropotkin or Bakunin, but a
more pragmatic post-anarchistic, social-liberal or dissident
mentality in our modern society
– more suggested by direct
actions and reforms.
While the first anarchists
wanted to abolish the three
monumental powers – state,
military, and capital – today
many of us want to make them
less monumental, to let civil
societies and horizontal cooperation grow vibrantly more. In
this editorial, let me describe
the three mentioned powers, by
what directors do – as you can
read in our reviews.
The state. State colonialism is
exposed in Kenneth Sorento’s
The Fight for Greenland (p.37)
where its youth want to get
rid of Denmark – and their
protests against the coming
Chinese-sponsored airports and
investments.
Another is Boris Gerrets’
Lamentations of Judas (p.22), on
the end of colonial rule in the
former Portuguese colony Angola. The soldiers were forced
as teenagers to fight as rebels
in the civil war. Or they became
soldiers since they got guaranteed meals. Today they are accused of rape and murder – we
see these soldiers now in their
60s talking talking about their
pain and guilt. One of them
says with tears, that there is no
meaning in his life: «I am just on
a journey to death.»
As we anarchists say about
such state-initiated wars – often
started by politicians who never
go out there in the battlefield –
do we really need these wars?
And what about migration
and state borders, both keeping
up the poverty/wealth divide
and leaving citizens in state
dictatorships or autocracies
without choice?
Puk Damsgaard and Søren
Kloborg shows in Secret Slaves
of the Middle East (p.32) how
migrants are suppressed as
maids when working in a
wealthier state like Lebanon
– beatings, rapes, unspeakable
abuse. Tomáš Rafa’s Refugees
Are Welcome Here (p.7) exposes the nationalism and
neo-fascism in Central European
nations like Czech Republic,
Hungary, and Poland. Refugees
there witness horrors like in
a «post-apocalyptic movie».

from the organization The WHY
(p.30–32). Today, 1/3 of all food
is waisted in overly abundant
supermarkets and restaurants
in the rich West. What goes
into the garbage could feed the
globe’s 800 million always hungry – three times over!

POL LEURS (LUSSEMBURGO) – THE PROTESTER. SEE LIBEX.EU
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The new anarchists

Islamophobia is just the latest
incarnation of ethnic othering.
Isn’t this far from an anarchist
international solidarity – which
should be in line with European
long-developed humanism?
Hubert Sauper’s Epicentro
(p.13) shows how a state is
formed by acts of collective
imagination – beside the events
and wars that determine new
structures.
What about the ideological
nature that the majority accepts as a nation’s storytelling?
A fight for «truth» can also
contain fake news. With the
populism of the majority, which
we anarchists don’t subscribe
to, presidents like Trump blur
reality – as seen in the book
Surviving Autocracy (p.39) by
Masha Gessen. She shows how
Trump severs – by lies, self-glorification, and contempt for
expertise – the ropes that keep
a democratic system in place.
And director Alex Gibney – the
impatient anti-corruption fighter – shows in his Totally under
Control (p.14), how the American president lies about the
pandemic – hospitals flow over
with sick people.
As we anarchists know, egotism and incompetence make
a deadly combo. Why do we
need one man at the top, or the
ever-expanding state governments? We in the civil society
don’t like the governmentality.
The military. As mentioned
above, soldiers usually experience a troubled life after being
involved in war atrocities. Why
in 2020, are governments still
using such destructive means
– to achieve «peace»? Read
our review of Guerra by José
Oliveira and Marta Ramos on
the Portuguese colonial war and
how empires change.
The military-industrial complex also infects us through the
new security state mentality:
For example, Todd Chandler’s
Bulletproof (p.33) shows the

consequences of American 2nd
amendment – now schools are
weaponized. Why should we really arm teachers, like one Texas school which paid $40.000
for 22 AR-15 automatic rifles to
19 of their staff? Or do you think
that bulletproof hoodies will
help? This is the land of the free
… where white right-wing thugs
carry military-grade weapons in
counter demonstrations against
minorities or blacks…
And what about the Israeli
military state,
were children
As we
are put into
anarchists
prisons for
know,
throwing
egotism and
stones or
incompetence
«symbolically»
make a deadly demonstrate
combo.
against wellarmed Israeli
soldiers? Take a look at the film
Children (p.27) by Ada Ushpiz.
The ideology of the «pride
of war», «the urgency of war»
or the logic of the fatherland
– is for us anarchists not a
real justification for war. The
military and the new security
complex are making a dead-end
downwards spiral, and mass
media contributes with saleable
fear-driven topics on «terror».
The capitalism. Well, who
gets the profit when a school
pays $6.5 million for guns and
hundreds of security cameras
(Bulletproof)? Just look up the
trillions of dollars spent globally
on the enemy-driven militant ideology, every year – and you will
understand capitalism better.
And what about the around
40 million modern slaves that
live in really suppressive situations (Secret Slaves)? Three
of four are children or women.
Would this have happened with
the global solidarity of political
anarchism?
And what about the missing
solidarity as seen in the short
Waste by Valentin Thurn – in
the «WHY Poverty» programme

An ecological attitude. But will
the political and ecological
documentaries we at Modern
Times Review put forward
have an impact? Will our dear
new «anarchists» who fight for
freedom and solidarity, obtain
a change? A point here is the
on-going modernisation:
If we look into the lives of
simplicity, dry landscape and
simple huts – as the director
and anthropologist Inês Ponte
did for eight months in her Making a living in the Dry Season
(p.18) – we can just guess how
satellite phones and generators
soon will change their lives out
there. Modernisation is also the
topic when miners has to be
reschooled at old age into the
information society, as Jindrich
Andrš shows in his Ji.hlava IDFF
opening film A New Shift (p.9).
But what about eco-anarchists, who criticise governments that control the money
and consequently the climate?
How do you decompose 17
German reactors, as director
Carsten Rau shows in Atomkraft
Forever (p.26), when it means a
really long-term destruction of
600.000 barrels of radioactive
material?
In the book Collapse by the
anarchist Carlos Taibo (p.38) we
are reminded that fascist projects run contrary to most of the
requirements for an eco-social
transition such as decentralization of power or demilitarization.
Anarchists and critical-minded people have to understand
and dissect the «truths» delivered to them by parents,
traditions or governments. It
also means to think ecologically,
in solidarity with people and
nature. Mads Ellesøe shows in
The Campaign Against the Climate (p.12), where the world’s
biggest oil companies makes
misleading campaigns – which
leads to self-deception, feigned
doubt, willful distortion of facts,
and wretched hypocrisy.
Today we need more than
ever you brave ones out there,
the film directors that are
doing the investigative journalism that the press was better
at before. You are willing to
work with a film for 2-3 years
for little money, to investigate
against the powerful with the
risk of threats and harassment.
And also your protagonists
dare to step forward.
Should we keep up the European democracy, it needs at
least anarchistic traits – to be
healthy.
truls@moderntimes.no
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«When nothing is
certain, anything
is possible»
JI.HLAVA IDFF: Festival
Director Marek Hovorka
speaks on the 2020
adaptation of Central and
Eastern Europe's largest
documentary festival. By
Steve Rickinson
For its 24th edition, the 2020
Ji.hlava IDFF meets online from
27 October to 8 November 2020.
As the largest festival of creative documentary films in Central
and Eastern Europe, Ji.hlava
IDFF draws attention to documentaries notable for their innovative visual style and a deeper
social reflection and confrontation.
Before launching for 2020, Modern Times Review spoke with
Festival Director, Marek Hovorka on its programme and the
challenges faced in the year of
COVID-19.
What would you say are the
main theme(s) for this year’s
Ji.hlava IDFF?
We do not focus on main themes, just films and their unique
visions. But a couple of thread
lines in the programme can always be found. There are documentaries that deal with the
coronavirus pandemic, what

fascinates
me
knowing that we
as a society did
not go through it,
but we have a chance to reflect on this experience through
some extraordinary films.
The other line connects films
observing the border between
democracy and autocratic regimes or questioning the responsibility of corporations. China and
Hong Kong, Shell and Ford, global warming and corruption. But
not only big topics are reflected.
Documentary films are always
lighted by fragile intimacy, for
example, many films in our First
Lights competition of first features are re-thinking a fundamental question – What does it mean
to be at home. Unique is the largest retrospective of South Korean Documentaries, as well as
the showcase of Afro-American
non-fiction «Black Cinema Matters».
We do not focus on main themes, just films and their unique
visions.
The festival was scheduled
for a hybrid edition but has
recently moved entirely online due to health and safety
concerns in the country, as
well as from around Europe.
How will audiences be able
to view and engage with the

programme this year? Does
the online space allow for any
additional opportunities that
a physical event does not?
Yes, opportunity is the right
word to use in this situation. We
have tried to have a physical,
or let’s say a hybrid edition of
Ji.hlava until the very last moment. But the circumstances
prevented it, cinemas closed
down and we were left with 20
days to shift to the digital. Fortunately, we were always prepared for this extreme option in
the back of our minds.
Though it is a challenge, we
want to do a festival, which will

“I like it that ‘queer’
is not that clear.”
Sascha in BEING SASCHA by Manuel Gübeli

CLOSE TO
YOU
SWISS
FILMS
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be unique, and will not only focus on virtual screenings. In
order to bring the unique atmosphere of Ji.hlava to online
audiences, we have prepared several simultaneous live streams,
all-day live service from the festival’s Lighthouse studio at the
Ji.hlava’s central Masaryk square as well as an interactive environment interconnecting the
audience with the filmmakers
and the guests of our Inspiration
Forum.
I am very happy that the filmmakers supported us by not
withdrawing their films when
we moved online. The result is
a full-fledged festival with over
270 remarkable films! These will
be accessible to viewers in the
Czech Republic, which will get
their accreditation for a symbolic amount. As for the viewers
outside the country, they will
be able to access over 80 world, international and European
premieres from our competition
programme, which is quite unique. They will pay 2-4 Euro for
a stream running on DAFilms.
com – a leading European VOD
platform for documentaries founded by Ji.hlava 15 years ago,
the same year when YouTube
came into existence. So, we are
not new in the digital world and
hope that to bring great documentaries to many new audiences this year.
How do you find the support
given from the country & city
cultural/governmental
sectors? Do you find that there
has been support for Ji.hlava
and other such cultural in-

stitutions in Czech Republic
during these unprecedented
times?
The cultural sector in the Czech Republic is hit severely by
the pandemic – just like in most
of the other countries. I want to
say that our main partners – the
Ministry of Culture, Czech Film
Fund, the City of Jihlava, and
the Vysocina regional government have supported us – especially by their understanding
and flexibility. They did not limit their support to the physical edition exclusively, and we
are thus able to realise the festival this year.
The cultural sector in the Czech Republic is hit severely by
the pandemic – just like in most
of the other countries.
What the most difficult aspect
of the 2020 Ji.hlava preparation?
It is the uncertainty. On the
other hand, as goes the saying
– When nothing is certain, anything is possible. The films will
be watched by people that – for
whatever reason – wouldn’t consider attending Ji.hlava in person. Now everyone will be able
to get a bit of Ji.hlava, see the
films and take part in the amazing discussion at our Inspiration Forum.
Of course, we are sorry that
we can’t screen the films in cinemas. We have always drawn our
inspiration primarily from screenings in cinema halls, discussions, and personal meetings. So,
now the challenge is to transform the unique vibe that has
attracted thousands of visitors
to Ji.hlava from all around the
world each year, into our digital
edition.
How do you see the future of
film festivals in the post-COVID-19 era?
The festivals in the future
will be hybrid, that is very clear. We all learned an interesting
lesson from the current situation, and that lesson is shared
by many filmmakers, too: There
are so many opportunities how
to bring films to the viewers
and if we would not have been
through this experience, maybe
we wouldn’t see them!
steve@moderntimes.review

Investigating religious power in Poland
RELIGION: The entertaining and self-reflecting Czech film crew embark on a surrealistic road movie to
unveil the wickedness behind the facade of the Catholic Church in Poland. BY Margareta Hruza

Once Upon a Time in Poland
Director Vít Klusák, Filip Remunda
Czech Republic, Poland, Slovakia

They provoke
situations that
unveil layers
of corruption
and misuse of
power within the
Catholic order.

The Czech and the Polish are
neighbours. They also share a
similar painful history of being
overruled by foreign powers
with dogmatic ideologies. The
Polish seem to have assimilated their suffering with a deep
religiousness, while the Czechs
belong to one of the most atheistic countries in the world.
This prompts a small Czech
documentary team to embark
on an investigative pilgrimage,
searching for answers to why
the Catholic Church has such a
stronghold on Poland.
Kaleidoscopic
impressions.
Once Upon a Time in Poland is
both entertaining and intelligent. What makes it stand out
is the creative film language
through which the artists have
chosen to convey their story. We
encounter a kaleidoscope of impressions as our protagonists, a
four-member film crew, embark
on an adventurous journey up
to the Baltic Sea. They provoke
situations that unveil layers of
corruption and misuse of power
within the Catholic order.
We see the crew being chased
away from the premises of the
highly popular religious radio
station Maryja whose «nationalistic broadcasting» and blatant
anti-Semitic propaganda alarmed not only European politicians, but also the Pope himself.
We meet a victim of a pedophile
priest, and together search for
the predator who is hiding in a
Catholic elderly home. We even
join a 20 km pilgrimage lead by a
charismatic preacher only to see

the crew confront
him at the end with
the sexual harassment
allegations
made against him. The preacher
runs off to bid his followers farewell, promising to be right
back. As the evening progresses
without the preacher returning,
Gabor, the sound recordist concludes, «it must be true then, he
is guilty.»
However, we also meet nice
priests whose genuine kindness
touches us. At one point, Žalud,
the crew's director, persuades
the pastor to let him make a confession in the «booth.» Considering he is not baptized this is a
bit tricky, but the priest finally
gives in. We anticipate a scene
full of mockery, however, one of
genuine pathos follows. There is
true remorse in Žalud's confession; had he only treated his wife
a little better perhaps she would
not have left with the kids. Tears
roll down his cheeks as he realizes that had he lived in Poland
they might not have children in
the first place considering they
conceived with the help of in
vitro fertilization, which is opposed by the conservative branch
of the Catholic Church. The staff
gaze at him speechless, and the
scene is comical just by the way
it is composed and captured.
The shot is done with a distinct
director's intention to provoke
laughter, and it dawns on me
at this point that the authors
of this movie are not the «film
crew» that I have been watching.
The actual directors are those
who are capturing the little do-

cumentary team in action. In
other words, Once Upon a Time
in Poland is a film about making
a film of the corruptive powers
hiding within the Catholic order.
A Peculiar charm. A large part of
why this movie is so charming
is the peculiar characters of our
«film crew» who are just acting
out themselves. The bickering
between the staff and their
semi-philosophizing commentaries during the shooting adds
a hilarious dimension to what
would otherwise be a very grave
movie. There is a hint of self-pity
hanging over the whole staff,
which is quite amusing for the
spectator.
«The frustration that you see
in the film is real,» Žalud explains
to me over a phone interview.
«At first I thought I was a co-director, but gradually I realized
that we were just marionettes
in Klusák's and Remunda's creation. Matiášek, [the cameraman
playing the cameraman in the
crew], was in a continuous brawl
with Klusák [who did the main
camera] over their roles and
the objectives that he got. The
real directors of the film, Klusák,
and Remunda, fought like dogs
throughout the shooting. Overall, not a very pleasant experience.» Needless to add, Žalud had
not seen the movie at the time
of the interview and might not
have realized what a great joy it
is to watch.
Vít Klusák and Filip Remunda
give another perspective of the
work process. «We placed the
characters in the scene, told

them what we hoped to get out
of it, and then we let Karel and
his crew be themselves. We were
just giving them comments on
whether they were going in the
right direction or not. We had
a much harder time with our
Polish crew who were skeptical
that we might be making fun of
Poland.» It turns out the Polish
producers just recently returned
all their funds to the Polish Film
Institute, despite the fact that
the film enjoyed great success
with the public at the Millennium Docs Against Gravity Festival in Warsaw.
Bursting creativity. Once Upon
a Time in Poland is another
clear example of the bursting
creativity we can find among
the Czech documentary makers
for the past two decades. It is
a refreshing counterpart to the
Anglo-Saxon dominating way
of telling documentary stories,
which often aims at educating
and moralizing the audience.
The Czech author-driven documentaries are revitalizing with
their satiric and self-ironizing
point of view, fearlessly ditching
any thought of political correctness. Their creative expression,
no matter how serious the subject is, form a distinct style that
I suggest we term the Czech
Neo-Poetic movement of documentary films. The time is ripe
to give such films a larger room
in the international distribution.
hruzam@gmail.com
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The last warning
PHILOSOPHY: Drawing from The Triple Life of
Antigone by Slavoj Žižek, this film reflects on
today’s environmental and political «chaos».
By Melita Zajc

Antigone – How Dare We!
Director Jani Sever
Slovenia

Rewriting Antigone, the classic
tragedy by Sophocles, the celebrated philosopher and psychoanalyst Slavoj Žižek sends a warning about the historic turning
point we face today. Contemporary Antigone, the defendants of
the just and ethical acts beyond
the law, are those who oppose
immigration and demand closure of European borders. The role
of Creon the king and the defendant of the law is performed by
the bureaucrats and heads of
European institutions. Several
things are wrong in contemporary Europe, but we must not
forget that civil rights are respected here, while the cruelest
version of contemporary capitalism is blossoming in the for-

mer communist regimes, warns
Žižek. We live in a world where
the president of the European
central bank is worried about rising social inequalities.
Imaginary, symbolic, and the real.
If you wanted to know better
Slavoj Žižek and his psychoanalytic theory, this is the film for you.
A group of authors who belong
to his close circle of friends and
acquaintances made it, meaning
that the film is as close as it can
be to his creation. It is based on
the theatrical piece Slavoj Žižek:
Trojno življenje Antigone, and
will also appeal to all those who
wonder what might the outcome of the present historic situation be. It helps us ask the right
questions and this confirms the
postulate of Žižek’s work, namely
that psychoanalysis is a relevant
tool not only to deal with psychological but also with larger social
and political issues.

Unlike contemporary non-fiction films, where their authors
and subjects intertwine and several perspectives are provided,
Antigone – How dare we! only offers three views: one is Žižek talking to the camera, the other is
excerpts from the historical and
contemporary world news footage, and the third is the recorded
performance of Žižek’s theatre
play. It looks staged and distant. Instead of watching reality
unfold in front of your eyes, all
you see are performances. But
performance is key to psychoanalysis. The psychic reality of
patients is only accessible to the
analyst through signs. It is the
work of the analyst to read these
signs. The very same approach
can be used with social reality. In
this, psychoanalysis is similar to
documentary cinema, they both
deal with reality and explore the
ways to read and mediate it. Yet,
according to psychoanalysis,

the social world is
not structured as an
opposition between the false and the
true, but along the distinction
between imaginary, symbolic,
and the real. Žižek himself once
used chess to illustrate these
categories: the way we imagine the figures (peasants, fortresses...) is the imaginary, the
rules of the game are the symbolic and the draw at the beginning of the game (the unpredictable, the chance) functions
as the real. The real, in short,
manifests itself by chance and
there is no need to search for it
within depths. The real shows
itself on the surface, through
symptoms.
Slavoj Žižek is not a practicing
psychoanalyst and social reality
is the focus of his work. He reached world fame by analysing
films and his insightful interpretations (of individual works
and of oeuvres, say of Alfred
Hitchcock) demonstrated the
validity of psychoanalytic concepts way beyond the Freudian
couch. Antigone – How dare we!
is one step further, first because he is interpreting the world,
not the films, then because it is
his theatrical piece that we see
performed, and also because the
found footage material functions
very well in the role of symptom.
His narration, functioning as a
«voice of God» style voice-over
interprets the other two parts of
the film. He exposes the absurdity of our social reality, which
is getting more incomprehensible and chaotic every day but
simultaneously also introduces
some order into it.
Mixture and bravery. Another hero of the film is the theatre troupe, the group of young
actors who managed to present
the text, written in a high brow
theatre language, by successfully combining it with a street
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style way of bodily movement.
They sew together theatre performance and the found footage
material. This brings to light
some of the most uncanny moments of contemporary world
politics, for example, Jean-Claude Juncker,
former President of the
Psychoanalysis
European
is a relevant
Commission
tool not only
defending
to deal with
Karl
Marx
psychological
. These alobut also with
ne make the
larger social
film
worth
and political
watching.
issues.
But what counts is the mix and bravery of
the team – the actors and the
director Jani Sever – who managed to seamlessly blend the performance with the documentary. The constant shifts between
performance and spontaneity
eventually change the performance into the rehearsal and
show the performers directly
engage with the filmmakers.
This is the turning point of the
film. The motive of rehearsal and
technological means of repetition together reverse the narration. The possibility to repeat and
to rewind evokes the possibility
to remake, that is, to improve.
The hope starts to show. Antigone and Creon of today are both
equally unsympathetic, but the
remaining part of this triad can
be a source of a solution – the
chorus. Žižek, ironically faithful to the analytical distance,
describes the chorus as «The
stupidity of proverbs, which is
the common wisdom.» But the
stupidity does not liberate one
from the responsibility for the
common future. Antigone – How
dare we! is one of the most sage
and frank documentaries about
the world of today.
melita.zajc@gmail.com

At the fringes of Europe
MIGRANTS: Encounters with volunteers and clashes with state forces and rightwing citizens pepper the uncertain future of the refugees. By Carmen Gray
Refugees Are Welcome Here
Director Tomáš Rafa
Slovakia, Poland, Germany, Greece,
Croatia, Hungary, Slovenia, Czech
Republic, Austria, Serbia

The refugee crisis that peaked in
2016 as hundreds of thousands
of migrants tried to reach safer
and more liveable conditions in
Europe through perilous journeys across the Mediterranean,
has been one of the key global
news stories shaping the decade and ideological shifts in
global politics — so it’s no surprise that countless documentaries have been made about
it. Amid this deluge of films,
Slovakian filmmaker and visual
artist Tomáš Rafa’s Refugees Are
Welcome Here, screening at the
Ji.hlava International Documentary Film Festival, stands out
as among the most immersively
raw and hard-hitting. With a broad, multi-country scope, it manages, without presumptive narrativising or commentary, and
without manipulative sentimentality, to capture how extreme
tensions around the issue have
been leveraged by a far-right resurgence in Europe, entrenching
ever-deeper societal divisions.
Rafa has assembled segments
of footage documenting exchanges and clashes between different groups moving through
or blockading Europe’s travel
routes, whose identities and interests exert pressure upon one

another and test basic, shared
humanity.
Inside the pressure cooker. Rafa
has been documenting growing
nationalism and neo-fascism in
the former Visegrad region (Central European nations the Czech
Republic, Hungary, Poland, and
Slovakia) since 2009. Refugees
Are Welcome Here witnesses and
catalogues these tendencies,
but first Rafa provides a window
onto a German protest in
which «No one is illegal» signs
are held — the slogan of antistatist activists who wish to
bring wider attention to the
plight of non-resident refugees
and support their rights.
Tensions are high and anger
flares as they clash with police,
a flashpoint indicative of wider
societal tensions that have
grown in a nation that under
Chancellor Merkel allowed in
an unprecedented number of
refugees in the summer of 2015,
and of a police force that has
come under heavy scrutiny of
late for harbouring officers with
far-right tendencies.
From here, Rafa takes us into
pressure-cooker situations of
intense emotion and stress in
refugee camps and along the migrant routes into the European
Union, as desperate families traveling on foot face abruptly closing borders. Crushed together
in large numbers, they struggle
to have their most fundamental
needs of survival recognised.

Women scream, and
babies are passed
overhead, assisted by
guards endeavouring to
calm the masses and avert
a crush.

Volunteers who have traveled
from within the EU to help do
their best to ease the way, and
implement a more peaceful approach than unpredictable security forces. «Nobody tells anybody what to do, yet everybody
does what is necessary. Despite
this punk approach, it runs like
clockwork,» says a volunteer
in a Greek camp, in a film that
doesn’t spell out any prescription for action, but shows the
essential work done through
alternative modes of organisation by self-directed citizens that
provides a buffer beyond the limits of state aid. It is the kind of
footage that becomes especially
significant for hope as, later in
the film, we see the hatred that
can erupt when such vacuums
of control are taken advantage
of by self-organised far-right elements. Volunteers also register
shock at the sheer masses and
suffering they witness. One Czech volunteer at the Slovenia-Croatia border describes a situation
«like from some post-apocalyptic movie.» The footage is heartrending in the sheer discomfort

and panic of a crowd pushed to
the psychological edge, pressed against a fence with no way
through. Women scream, and
babies are passed overhead, assisted by guards endeavouring
to calm the masses and avert
a crush. Many of the security
along the Balkan borders have
empathy etched on their faces,
no doubt with the brutal displacements of their own nations’
histories a fresh memory. This is
less the case at the border between Serbia and Hungary on the
day that it closes in 2015, as confused and panicked arrivals are
met with the implacable expressions of a security force in line
with the nationalist, anti-refugee
sentiments of Viktor Orbán’s regime.
Displays of hate. Far-right demonstrations
and
marches
across various locations in Central Europe confront us with
visceral displays of hatred that
bear the signs of ancient prejudices simply revived in a new
form. Anti-semitic rhetoric at a
rally in Slovakia, and calls for a
«white Poland» based on bloodlines in Warsaw, show that the
xenophobic poison that ripped
Europe apart during World War
Two has merely been sleeping
under the guise of a unified bloc,
with Islamophobia just the latest
incarnation of ethnic othering.
At Budapest’s Keleti railway station in 2015, migrants are warned
by police to make themselves

scarce as a trainload of «Nazi» football
hooligans is about to
pull in. In Vienna, police struggle to keep Antifa and
far-right demonstrators, with
their opposing chants of «Nazis Get Out» and «Refugees Go
Home,» apart. In Bratislava, the
rhetoric of neo-Nazi politician
Marian Kotleba stirs up a viciously misogynistic crowd against
leftist «traitors» and «whores» of
the European Parliament, who
they call to be hung, and abuse
is hurled openly at women wearing hijabs in the street.
It’s a tone of such virulent
hatred that confirms the deepest unease over what such
forces would be capable of
repeating on European soil; a
hatred that brings to mind the
crowds in Jean-Gabriel Periot’s
famed, devastating found-footage film Even If She Had Been A
Criminal… (2006) in which we
see the public humiliation by
jeering, violent crowds of French
women accused of having slept
with their Nazi occupiers. Refugees Are Welcome Here leaves
us, ultimately, with the sense
that shared humanity that sees
every person as our moral
responsibility, and reconciliation
and acceptance of difference as
the way out of historical trauma
and polarisation, is Europe’s
only hope.
carmengray@gmail.com
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Frenzies of speculation
INTERNET: A frightening look into the world of conspiracy theories and the relativity of knowledge on the computer screen.
BY Hans Henrik Fafner

Forensickness
Director Chloé Galibert-Laîné
France, Germany

During the annual Boston Marathon in 2013, two bombs detonated near its finish line. Fourteen seconds and 190 meters
apart, the explosions ripped
into the crowd. Three people
were killed and several hundred
injured.
The event triggered a sweeping manhunt and three days
later the FBI released pictures
of two suspects, later identified as the Chechen Kyrgyzstani-American Tsarnaev brothers
who eventually turned out to be
self-radicalized Islamists.
In the first couple of days after
the attack a parallel manhunt –
with no connection whatsoever

8

to the official investigation –
took place on the internet. Lots
of footage and pictures from the
important minutes before and
after the explosions were readily
available to the public, and that
set a huge number of amateur
detectives going. «To all my homies, please go through these
photos...These are the mother
fuckers who bombed our city,
memorize them. Let’s find these
bastards and put them away...,»
were the words from someone
on Reddit, the discussion website.
No production budget. The
French scholar and filmmaker
Chloé Galibert-Laîné has made
a brilliant video essay on this
frenzy. At the École Normale
Supérieure de Paris, she was
working on her doctoral thesis
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on films making use laptop, a webcam, a printer, a
of media found on wall, and adhesive tape.
the internet, which
It is a film about crowd-sourgave insight into
ced forensics. It is
different
online
not about the Boston
It is not about the bombings as such, but
communities. This
Boston bombings
led her to make
about what happens
as such, but
a film herself. As
when speculations go
about what
part of her acawild. The film begins
happens when
demic work, she
like a «Where’s Walspeculations go
decided to reflect
do» album, but what
wild.
on the political and
you have to search for
ethical questions
are two men about to
such a cinematic
detonate homemade
work would raise.
bombs. But as a cruDrawing inspiration from Kev- cial difference, you do not have
in B. Lee’s Transformers: the Waldo’s striped sweater and
Premake at the 2014 Viennale matching hat to look for – you
she got busy creating her own have no idea who the culprits
desktop
documentary.
The are and what they look like.
result is astounding. Apart
The Redditors came up with
from a few volunteers, she did one conspiracy theory after aneverything by herself, with no other. Rather quickly someone
production budget, using her established that you had to look

for persons that were brown,
looking away, alone, and carrying
a black backpack. The remains
of a backpack had been found at
the scene of the crime, but the
rest was pure speculation. And
that is what happens in cases
like this. People get obsessed
with finding meaning in each and
every meaningless detail. In connection to her work, Chloé Galibert-Laîné consulted a novel she
had read years ago, Cosmos by
Witold Gombrowicz. It is about
a person having a completely
obsessional relationship with
his surroundings. He constantly
attempts to find a meaning in
everything, be it a crack in the
ceiling or the form of a tree.
Analytic frenzy. That is what
happened on Reddit. Users contributed to complicated sche-

The men of the
Paskov coal
mine, in the
hardscrabble
Czech Silesian
town of Ostrava,
are a breed
fast becoming
extinct, and they
know it.

The everyman for our times
LABOUR: Miners trained with the manual skills of the 20th century come up
against 21st-century realities when their pit closes. By Nick Holdsworth

mes and speculations. Someone
spotted a guy that seems to be
blinking. Who is blinking at an
important sporting event, if not
a terrorist? Some of it might
have a certain similarity to real
police work, while most seem
to get out of hand. «I was gonna come to this sub-reddit and
mock you guys, but I have to say
blue robe guy is lookin’ mighty
shifty,” adds somebody else. On
what basis, if not speculations?
”This is a moment where we
might have to step back and ask
if we have the knowledge to do
this extremely important work
to identify the suspects?» asks
the filmmaker, and then something interesting happens.
She herself would start
showing signs of this analytic
frenzy. She admits that little by
little, her research itself would
be contaminated by the possibility of multiple meanings. We
see the wall in her study, lots
of clippings and notes, with red
adhesive tape as lines and markers between different theories
and possible connections. What
happened to the Reddit crowd
is happening to her, being swallowed up in the huge amount of
information, some of it true and
most of it utter speculations but
without knowing which is what.
This documentary is a small
masterpiece. In all its simplicity it gives a frightening insight
into the relativity of knowledge, composed entirely on the
computer screen. A film not to
be missed.
fafner4@yahoo.dk

A New Shift
Director Jindřich Andrš
Czech Republic

Epochs run on different timelines in different countries and
societies. The 20th century
shuddered to a halt in the West
during the 1980s as deindustrialisation and the first signs of
post-industrial automation began to disrupt the lifelines of ordinary people.
In Eastern Europe, where the
austere command economies of
communism held back the tide
of modernisation, jobs long seen
as archaic in the UK – mining in
particular – held on for another
40 years, into the first two decades of the 21st century.
The men of the Paskov coal
mine, in the hardscrabble Czech
Silesian town of Ostrava, are a
breed fast becoming extinct, and
they know it.
A new life. Jindiich Andrš’s film
picks up the story where his
short film, The Last Shift of Tomáš
Hisem left off, and follows the
fate of his hero after he finishes
his last engineering shift deep
underground and surfaces to
the bright arc lights of a waiting
posse of television reporters
and photographers.
As the men of the last shift
emerge – some taciturn, others
embittered – Tomáš expresses
confidence that he can retrain
as a computer programmer and
embark on a new life.
Competition. It is no spoiler to

say that the 44 year
old divorced father of three will face
a difficult struggle as he leaves
the grubby womb of the mine
behind, loses the diurnal rituals of male companionship in
the face of hard and dangerous
work, and is forced to compete
for jobs after just four months
retraining at the local technical
university with kids half his age
who were weaned on 21st century technologies.
Andrš is a skilful and unobtrusive filmmaker who signals the
rites of passage obliquely and
cleverly. Scrubbed clean of the
colliery grime, our would-be programmer first heads to the hairdressers to lose his long blond
locks – a hairstyle that is itself a
leftover of another age. The first
cut may be the unkindest of all
– he leaves after paying his 90
koruna (€3.30) – looking like a
prematurely aged lion that has
bitten off more than it can chew,
the uneven edges probably the
result of his own indecision over
how short to go.
If some viewers may think of
the barber shop scene in Stanley
Kubrick’s Full Metal Jacket that
is probably not an unintended
flourish by the director. Tomáš
is definitely headed for a baptism of fire.
But the stocky and cheerful
character is bright and resourceful and applies himself to his
studies – even when they extend
to brushing up his foreign language skills.
In one of the more groan-inducing sequences (particularly

for a native English speaking viewer) Tomáš struggles through
an English lesson where the
tutor’s English is barely better
than his and instructions are
delivered in an execrable accent
that sets one’s teeth on edge.
The hard-drinking, hard-smoking ex-miner soldiers on,
supported by a new girlfriend
and regular outings with his mates (both in his local pub and
on the terraces of their beloved
soccer team’s stadium).
He takes multiple rejections
from firms he applies to with
admirable sang-froid, and – in a
reminder that he remains conditioned by the glacial pace of
change he has long lived with
– we see him and his mates enthusiastically jumping and up
and down to a local punk group
at a crowded gig. The ex-miners
of this town are definitely examples of what the Russians would
refer to as Home Sovieticus, if
that is not an impolite term to
apply to a generation that came
of age during the Czechoslovak
Velvet Revolution.

Balanced and nuanced. The director is careful to give a balanced
and nuanced view of Tomáš – we
see he is caring and attentive
father to his teenaged boys and
younger daughter – and that
he is determined to see things
through. It is a sympathetic portrait where you cannot help but
root for the man.
Tomáš finally lands a job as
a programmer at a local Czech
firm and, after a couple of TV
appearances, is even invited to
give a talk at a special Prague
edition of the famous TEDx talks
– where his humour and humility wins much applause.
A New Shift is a story of an
everyman for our times. As a
statement in the closing credits
reminds us, Tomáš is just one
of the 800 million manual
labourers who will lose their
jobs worldwide over the next
decade or so.

holdsworth.nick@gmail.com
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The human cost
URBANISATION: As Ethiopia's capital Addis Ababa develops and

Rift Finfinnee
Director Daniel Kötter
Ethiopia, Germany

The history of humankind is a history of
change. Over the centuries, our cities expanded, then shrank or collapsed. The lines defining the places we inhabit have always been
drawn and redrawn. And the price paid for
everything we built or have achieved can always be calculated in human lives and
the sacrifices people have made. Some
The history
have had more influence over such
of humankind changes than others, yet, over time,
is a history of both the powerless and those in power
change.
have had to surf the waves of macro
changes set in motion by a combination of elements that often cannot be pinned
down and described in simple causalities.
As such, the urbanisation happening now
in many places on the African continent is an
example of a large wave of change set in mo-
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tion globally. It is one that can be explained
but not pinned down in simple terms. Yet, if
one thing can be looked at it is the immediate separation between those benefiting from
this urbanisation and the countless faceless
people whose lives are ripped apart in the
process. These lives sometimes get to be rebuilt, though often not. But for sure, the new
architecture of the cities impacts the emotional architecture of these people for good. Daniel Kötter’s new film, Rift Finfinnee captures
this, setting the lens on the faceless, building
a macro portrait made of individual hearts
living in the shifting natural and social landscapes at the outskirts of Ethiopia’s capital,
Addis Ababa – as the city expands and grows
impassively, turning into something new.
City poetry. It would be hard to imagine that
poetry can be found in the drama around major changes the expansion of cities brings.
Kötter, however, finds it using a well-curated
set of cinematic tools to showcase, in visual

layers, the complicated macro
story that unfolds. The film has
no distinct characters, but for
a few faces captured in the atmospheric landscape of the city’s outskirts
and villages, that it quickly swallows up.
There are the farmers, whose land is being
half-forcefully bought and, in the process,
whose communities fall apart. Many become
the workers that labour to build the new city,
day in and day out. There are the small business owners who make a meager living at
the margins of this newly created micro-economy in not yet inhabited neighbourhoods.
Many of these become the inhabitants of the
artificially created and soulless temporary
flats built for relocation by the government.
And then there is the sum of them, a faceless sacrifice society they all form.
Kötter layers voiceover stories with micro
and macro shots of these new landscapes in
the making. The camera, often standing still,
turning 180 degrees to capture not only the

of urbanisation
expands, so do the rifts amongst its citizens. By Bianca-Olivia Nita

atmosphere and the aesthetics of the place,
but also to convey just how small each human being is. Each one of them has a story,
each story centered on the earthquake these developments mean to their individual
circumstances and life. Waved in this mix,
what surfaces is a socio-geographic portrait
of what Addis Ababa and its surroundings are
like now, the slow-burning remains of a past
of ethnic conflicts, and a present of uncertainty.
The film could be mistakenly seen as simple, yet it is anything but. At every twist, it
feels like something major is about to happen. And something major is happening. The
depth of it accessible only by taking on the
journey from the beginning to the end.
The sum of its parts. With its slow-paced
anti-climax build-up, this documentary touches on something deep and existential. Its
core is giving depth and representation to
everyone touched by the impact of urba-

nisation – one large sophisticated portrait,
which, should it be put in the descriptive
words of causalities, would fail to convey
the emotional strength of the sum of its
parts. It is this strength that Kötter brings
to life. Paradoxically, by not giving full identity to the people presented or focusing on a
sum of complex characters, the result is the
coming to life of an entire group of people’s
reality – the ones who have no say in things,
and that eventually will be forgotten.
There is a sense of fatality in these realities. And there is something tactile in the way
the landscapes are seen on screen. There is
an invisible might in this omnipresent wave
of change that brings displacement. We see
it in the dynamic of everyday life, hearing
the sounds of destruction and construction
as the soundtrack to it all, moving around in
an effortless slide along the many layers of
this reality. Through this, the viewer gets to
feel more than to think about what life is like
and gets to question would be like if they

just happened to be born and live their lives
in this place, at this time.
The universality of a life. In many ways,
this sense of context – that one can just
find themselves in by chance –
is part of the universal conditiWith its slowon of human life, and brings an
paced anti-climax
unmediated, immediate kind of
build-up, this
empathy and understanding.
documentary
Perhaps we happen to live in
touches on
a place where laws protect us
something deep
better and that means we are
and existential.
lucky. But to some degree, our
lives are also part of large dynamics we don’ get to influence or have a
say in. This realisation is perhaps one of
the most important take-aways of Rift Finfinnee. Through this film, Kötter turns one
particular place on earth into a symbol of
just that.
olivianita@outlook.com
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High priests of climate denialism
ENVIRONMENT: A masterful confrontation with the deceptions and self-deceptions of central climate deniers
– and the sinister consequences of their successful campaigns. BY Anders Dunker
The Campaign Against the Climate
Director Mads Ellesøe
Denmark, Finland, Norway, Switzerland,
Belgium

«More CO2 leads to a greener planet,»
says Myron Ebell confidently in the opening of Mads Ellesøe’s masterful documentary about the politics of climate denial.
The film shows that the dire predicament
of our planet’s climate is a product of a
group of persuasive people, purposeful
lies, and the misleading campaigns of the
world’s biggest oil companies. Even if the
truth about the deceptions of climate denial think tanks have been out for a while,
looking the campaigners in the eye, seeing them challenged by others, and occasionally also themselves, is a different
matter. Do they really believe climate
change is not real? Or that rising CO2 levels are a boon that makes the grass grow
better?
Deception comes in all shades in the
interviews with the campaigners against
the climate: self-deception, feigned
doubt, wilful distortion of facts, fake science, fake scientists, blissful ignorance,
and wretched hypocrisy. At the centre
of the documentarists’ probing investigations are a handful of American thinktanks and the oil companies that fund
them. The interviewees seem to be partly
aware of exposing themselves to criticism, but some also expose their naiveté,
since they half-heartedly try to wash
their hands and justify their complicity,
laughing off what could justly be called
one of the most fatal conspiracies of our
times.

communicators, drilled in the art of ob- shown a forensic style map with threads
stinate argumentation and the art of con- leading from one power player to the
viction. «I’m not a scientist,» Ebell says, other. At the centre of the sinister web,
«but have some expertise in translating we seem to find Exxon Mobil.
science into action.» The words should
It is chilling to read the excerpts of the
be «from science to inaction,» obviously.
leaked Exxon documents on the screen:
Mark Morano cheerfully admits that Victory Will Be Achieved When: Average
he draws upon his early experience as a citizens «understand» (recognize) uncerdoor-to-door salesman when selling the tainties in climate science; recognition of
message that climate science is a hoax. uncertainties becomes part of the «conJerry Taylor quite cynically quips: «It’s PR ventional wisdom». With their explicitly
people against timid scientists: you must stated policy: «Our product is doubt»,
ask yourself who is the better
they contributed to making
communicator? In such settings,
climate change a mere beDeception
even garbage arguments tend to
lief, committing planetary
comes in all
win out.»
fraud in bad faith.
shades in the
interviews with
Uncertainty for everyone. TyThe testimony of a conthe campaigners
lor’s point about the timid scivert. Naomi Oreskes story
against the
entist and the PR-guys is conis one of a fearless pursuit
climate
firmed by one of the pivotal
of facts: she went through
critical witnesses in the film, hisall available scientific patorian of science Oreskes, author of the pers on global climate change at the time
milestone book on climate denial, Mer- of her investigation. She found none that
chants of Doubt (2010). These mercenary said anthropogenic climate change was
merchants of alternative facts are expert not real. In publishing this, she was met
rhetoricians, the master sophists of our with a deluge of threats and harassment.
day, and they receive ample funding from Saying the truth, even in the soberest and
the oil companies. But there are ways to systematic fashion, can get you in real
untangle the web of lies, and as Oreskes trouble. So why do people get away with
did in her research: In the film, we are lying so easily?

Bad faith. Faith in science used to be a
given, but the climate skeptics have contributed to our post-truth culture where
even the most proven facts can be presented precisely as a faith, as a mere conviction, as an ideological construction.
As the campaigners, Mark Morano (of
the think tank CATO) and Myron Ebell
(From Comparative Enterprise Institute)
are quick to point out, they may not be
climate scientists, but they are champion
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A pivotal character in the
film is Jerry Taylor, an ex-employee at the CATO institute.
He used to campaign hard
against climate science, trivializing the
warnings about rising temperatures.
After being challenged to read the actual science, the historical testimony of
James Hansen from the U.S. congress by
NASA scientist James Hansen, he concludes that Hansen seems to be right.
He goes down the hall to his scientific
advisor, asking «What have I missed?»
He is shocked to learn that he has been
wilfully misled by his own colleagues and
that they are arguing against their better
judgment.
High priests of denialism. One of the
most striking moments in the film, however, is an unredeeming portrait of
dizzying cowardice: The mastermind of
the heavily Exxon-sponsored, so-called
Leipzig Declaration of 1995, purportedly signed by a number of climate scientists who state that man-made global
warming isn’t real is confronted by the
filmmakers. Upon investigation, they
have revealed that many signatories never really signed and that at least 15 of
the signatories were, in fact, not climate
scientists at all. Fred Singer, the recently deceased leader of SEPP (Science &
Environment Policy Project) stares wearily into the camera, feigning confusion,
blinks, hesitates, and blinks again before
he lies: «I was told they were climate scientists.» He looks troubled, at least, and
is gone now, anyhow.
But Myron Ebell, advisor to Trump,
leader of his Environmental Protection
Agency is alive and of good cheer. He
is eagerly dreaming of further funding,
and smiles contentedly, sure of his own
standing, his salvation or immunity: CO2
makes the plants grow better, so no need
to worry, says the high priest of climate
denialism.
We’ve been face to face with the men
who sold the world.
andersdunker.contact@gmail.com

Last stop utopia
CUBA: After ushering in the
American Empire and its
eventual revolt against it, Hubert
Sauper takes an immersive look
at Cuba and its people.
By Carmen Gray

Epicentro
Director Hubert Sauper
Austria, France

Stories. Cuba is where the American flag
was first planted overseas. The myth
perpetuated by the United States that it
arrived with benevolent intent to liberate

Tourism. While the film paints a very critical view of the impact on Cuba of the
attitudes and policies of the United States, which produced a lot of the sugar for
Coca Cola but was later unable to import
it due to a punishing trade embargo. Current-day Cuba is presented as no closer
to a utopia than it ever was — in large
part because of the decimating effect of
tourism. Sauper doesn’t hold back from
portraying tourists in their most parasitic incarnations; as «humanity in its worst
possible form,» devourers of the past and
culture, and with it the future as well,
as all is reduced to superficiality. A New
York photographer opines on the «tragic
circumstances» of those he is snapping
shots of, but he is unwilling to pay them

tourism means a Cuban girl’s mother can
earn just $20 a month in salary working
at a hospital, while flash hotels cost hundreds of dollars a night. Sauper visits one
of them with two of the children and in
order for them to make use of the luxury
pool, he must sneak them in, by having
them speak English and pretend to be
wealthy tourists. What kind of nation is
it, if its best facilities are off-limits for its
own inhabitants to use? Cuba’s history as
a meeting place for the Americans mafia
to conduct business sums up its fate as a
playground for foreigners’ most corrupt
impulses. The current president is low in
Lioneli’s estimation, for not only failing to
lift the embargo but also for shutting out
migrants. «Trump cares about nobody; he
has no feelings,» she says. The United States historically painted Cuba in its propaganda as a child in need — but Epicentro suggests the clear-eyed wisdom of
Cuba’s children holds the promise of its
robust future health.
carmengray@gmail.com

Peter Mettler: Becoming Animal

Would Cuba’s communist revolution have turned the Caribbean island into a veritable utopia, were it not for the chains of foreign imperialism? It’s a question that’s been fiercely
debated since Fidel Castro’s movement overthrew the military dictatorship in the ‘50s. And
it’s one that Austrian documentarian Hubert
Sauper, who also directed examinations of colonialism Darwin’s Nightmare (2005) and We
Come As Friends (2015), circles around
in his idiosyncratic and impressionistic
collection of musings on the country and
its origin stories, Epicentro, which won the
World Documentary jury prize at Sundance
and is screening at the Jihlava International
Documentary Film Festival. The title refers
to the position of Cuba on the receiving end
of abuses enacted through the slave trade, colonisation, and the globalisation of power —
dystopian trends of history, and the ingredients
of modern empire.

the Cuban people from the Spanish coloany money as the subjects
nial tyrants that had dominated, rather
who are making his poverty
than to exploit them further on a false
porn possible. «To be photopretext, is squarely pulled apart. The digraphed by me is an honour,»
rector is very present in the frame, but he he says with gross arrogance, congraprovides much space for locals to voice tulating himself on gifting one local a
their views, in particular school children mere pen for their time. More foreigners
like budding actress Lioneli, whose text- clutching cameras crowd a barbershop
books tell a decidedly different, anti-impe- doorway as they snap a kid getting his
rialist version of Cuba’s past. The notion hair cut, a large Che Guevara portrait in
that history, and indeed reality, is created the background. Their fetishistic despeby whoever is able to convince people of ration to capture some kind of soul of
their stories — stories that at
one of the last communist
times are fabricated to conve- Current-day Cuba
nations on Earth trumps any
niently serve certain interests, is presented as no
recognition within them that
coerce and oppress — is cen- closer to a utopia
they are regarding the beings
tral to a film that suggests na- than it ever was
in this establishment like cretions are formed by acts of the
atures in a zoo there for their
collective imagination as much
entertainment or service.
as by the events and wars
Many tourists are on a
that determine power structures. That quest to escape their familiar lives and
Sauper’s own film may be just as subjec- responsibilities at home by chasing a
tive, biased, and manipulative in its own sense of the exotic — and spending their
way as the propaganda reels that faked time in hotels with prostitutes is hardly
an execution by Spanish colonisers is a unheard of. The vast inequality rampant
quandary the director does not shy away in the double economy occasioned by
from. Rather, through voice-over narration, he is eager to prompt us to reflect
on the ideological nature of all storytelling; to be aware always of who we serve,
when we create narratives or images.
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Egotism and incompetence
CORONAVIRUS: After 200,000 deaths and staggering economic losses, Alex Gibney & co. look into the
Trump administration's disastrous response to COVID-19. By Lauren Wissot
Prison of Belief in 2015 and Mea
Maxima Culpa: Silence in the
Director Alex Gibney, Ophelia
House of God in 2013); and, of
Harutyunyan, Suzanne Hillinger
course, governments (2007’s
USA
Oscar-winning Taxi to the Dark
Side and last year’s Citizen K).
Totally Under Control, its title Indeed, I’ve long complained
a tongue in cheek reference to that Gibney’s zealous dedication
President Trump’s repeated de- to his subjects often comes at
clarations regarding his admi- the expense of artistic consisnistration’s clear-as-day chaotic tency – and Totally Under Conresponse to our cataclysmic he- trol does suffer from its speedy
alth crisis, is (one of) the latest production schedule. And yet
from the US’s most ADD prolific it simultaneously manages to
documentarian, Alex Gibney. surprise.
It’s a film the Oscar and Emmy
The premise of the film lies
Award-winning filmin the Woodward and
maker – along with
Bernstein reminiscent
A record for
his
co-directors/
question of what did
history, a realproducers/conthe president know
time lesson
spirators
Ophelia
about the pandemic,
for future
Harutyunyan
and
when did he know it,
generations in
Suzanne
Hillinger
and what did his ad– made in secret in
easily digestible
ministration do (and
a mad dash of five
crucially, not do) about
cinematic form.
months, in a race to
it. For answers, Gibget it in the can and
ney and his team turn
out to the American
to an all-star lineup of
public prior to the November talking heads, government scipresidential election. Whether entists (some who even manit will change any voter’s mind – aged to hang on when Trump
let alone get in front of the eyes came to power), and public
of any Fox News cult follower – is health experts who were on the
dubious. What it will do, and has frontlines before the rest of us
done already, is allow the left-le- even knew there were frontlines.
aning liberal viewership (and And because filming occurred
I count myself in that camp) to during our current stay-at-home
feel equal parts enraged and moment – i.e., the co-directors
vindicated. It’s a primal scream were unable to shoot interviews
catharsis. Yes, the f*ckup was in person – the crew got innovaas bad as we feared. And much tive, crafting an Interrotron-esmuch worse.
que camera that allowed them to
Perhaps more important- seamlessly connect Zoom-style.
ly, Totally Under Control is also Which also neatly served to put
a record for history, a real-time the pandemic front and center in
lesson for future generations in the filmmaking process itself.
easily digestible cinematic form.
Gibney is at his most comfortable Contrasts. And by contrasting
in the role of anti-corruption this US case study with those
activist, exposing shenanigans who experienced South Kowithin corporations (starting rea’s non-botched coronavirus
with his first Academy Award- response firsthand – from docnominated doc, 2005's Enron: tors to journalists – a damning
The Smartest Guys in the Room, picture emerges. While we in
and continuing right through the US have all seen the footto 2019’s The Inventor: Out for age of overflowing hospitals
Blood in Silicon Valley); religion and White House press con(the Emmy Award-winning Go- ference lies – of which Totally
ing Clear: Scientology and the Under Control makes liberal
Totally Under Control
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use of – some of what the team
uncovers is, well, maddening
and horrifying. For example, the
Trump administration not only
tossed out its predecessor's
pandemic
playbook
(thank
you, tell-all book author, John
Bolton) but even disregarded its
own 2019 pandemic simulation
exercise! And while the CDC
(headed by a guy who once
advocated abstinence as the
cure for the AIDS crisis) screwed
up its initial testing, and then
compounded the problem by
sitting on its hands for nearly
a month (which was fine by
Trump since the less community
transmission spotted the lower
the numbers – also the reason
he gave for keeping passengers
on a coronavirus-infected cruise
liner from coming ashore).
Meanwhile, state governors
were forced to bid on ventilators
and personal protective equipment a la eBay (though California Governor Gavin Newsom
did finally get a break on testing
supplies once he’d agreed to
publicly thank President Trump)
– against not only one another but also against the federal
government itself (FEMA in turn
quickly sent its winning bounty
to a handful of haphazardly selected private corporations).
Oh, and the reason for that lack
of PPE in the first place? Trump
officials had sold off most of the
mask supply to China back in
February. Ka-ching.
Mircale cures. Of course, Trump
was always more concerned
with touting a miracle cure – or
rather the magical thinking drug
hydroxychloroquine – which he
learned about via a social media post from a Hasidic doctor
in rural Orange County, New
York (you can’t make this shit
up). As of this writing that county’s health commissioner
continues to crack down on the
doctor’s super-spreading Kiryas Joel community and Trump,
well, we know how well that hydroxychloroquine regimen wor-

ked out for him.
By contrasting this US case
study with those who experienced South Korea’s non-botched
coronavirus response firsthand
– from doctors to journalists – a
damning picture emerges.
Then there are the dueling-for -dumbness-award
task forces. The coronavirus
task force, led by the climate
change-skeptical,
evangelical
Vice President Mike Pence, was,
unsurprisingly, heavy on political hacks and industry reps,
with a smattering of scientists
thrown in for optics. More of a
jaw-dropper, though, was the
parallel PPE task force, run by
Trump’s son-in-law/Swiss Army
knife of policy Jared Kushner,

which consisted almost exclusively of Kushner’s friends
and friends of friends – at least
those willing to work seven days
a week for no money (i.e., tech
bros in their 20s). This brain
trust not only lacked an iota of
applicable skills or training but
also had no contact whatsoever
with any of the government officials supposedly in charge. Then
again, it’s hard to see what difference that might have made. For
if there’s one overarching theme
to Totally Under Control it’s that
egotism and incompetence make
for a deadly combo. No matter if
you're red or blue.
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The rest is film history
CINEMA: In the presence of a god of cinema: Kubrick by Kubrick. By Nick Holdsworth
ted. Monro’s gift is to dissect that genius,
showing us the sheer determination and
Director Gregory Monro
almost pathological perfectionism that
France, Poland
went into Kubrick’s craft, without dismantling the mystique of a director who
Gregory Monro’s Kubrick By Kubrick is tackled all the major genres of cinema
an hour or so of bliss for any cineaste, during his career.
for whom Stanley Kubrick needs no
For those of us growing up in the
introduction.
post-war world, in the smoke and
Famously relucmirrors of the ubiquitous threat of
tant to talk to the
nuclear war and the gender-bendAs one of the
press, Kubrick –
ing confusion of cultural revolution,
world’s greatest film
who spent much of
Kubrick was a presence even bedirectors, his genius
his adult life workfore we’d heard of him: Dr. Strangeis often taken for
ing from a rambling
love was the fearful vision behind a
granted.
old mansion set in
thousand anti-nuclear or anti-war
the Hertfordshire
demonstrations; A Clockwork Orcountryside northwest of London – in ange a haunting vision that presaged
1980 granted a lengthy interview to prom- punk and the cultural confusion of the
inent French film critic Michel Ciment.
1970s. Barry Lyndon - a perfect example
Monro’s masterfully crafted film of Kubrick's perfectionism where only
builds its story of Kubrick’s develop- contemporary lighting (daylight or
ment around the spine of Ciment’s tape, candlelight) was permitted – about an
adding contemporary interviews with amoral character making his way up in
those who worked with Kubrick and society over the bodies of those he uses
well-chosen clips from his films (includ- to climb, was produced in 1975, just
ing rare footage of his first, rarely seen four years before Margaret Thatcher's
feature Fear and Desire (1953) about four landslide election victory changed the
soldiers trapped behind enemy lines, face of British politics and society forever.
as well as an early documentary, Day
Kubrick was an obsessive researcher,
of the Fight (1951) which demonstrates accumulating literally thousands of imthat his eye for composition and lighting ages and references for each of his films
was already well established from his (his research for his unrealised Napoleon
four-year stint as a photographer at New film, published a few years ago weighs
York's Look magazine.
in at some five kilos). It is perhaps this
aspect of his character that goes some
One of the greatest. It is a cliché to say way to explain his reluctance to give inthat Kubrick, who died aged 70 in 1999, terviews, where – as he remarks on the
exerted a powerful influence on cinema; Ciment tape – «one always feels under
as one of the world’s greatest film dire- the obligation to say something strange
ctors, his genius is often taken for gran- or witty.»
Kubrick by Kubrick

Ciment’s interview
is important because
it plumbs the depths
of Kubrick’s approach
to his art; it is more
about the structure than the content of
his films. He presses Kubrick on the conflict that is at the heart of all his films – be
it Spartacus, Paths of Glory or Full Metal
Jacket. «In a work of fiction you have to
have conflict,» Kubrick remarks. «How
many happy marriages are there? How
many stepfathers love their stepsons?»
Research. Kubrick’s obsession in researching his films did not only extend
to ensuring verisimilitude. His actors had
to be the right fit for the role too – never
mind the Hollywood star system. He cast
Ryan O’Neil in Barry Lyndon because «I
could not think of anybody else – it could
not have been Al Pacino or Jack Nicholson.»
Of course, for The Shining it had to be
Nicholson. Nobody else would have been
the right fit.
Despite the perfectionism (those legendary 75 or even 105 takes – with the
best take being the second – actually did
happen) and obsessive research, Kubrick
was always open to what happened on
set. He explained that only through such
thorough preparation that his instinctive
reactions while filming – when there was
little or no time to think, could he be sure
to make the right decisions.
Film history. Malcolm McDowell recalls
that many of the now-iconic moments
in A Clockwork Orange - such as the
prison hospital feeding scene where his

character mechanically opens his mouth
to be fed – simply emerged on the day.
Similarly, Lee Emery, who will forever
define the film version of a military
martinet for his phenomenal role in Full
Metal Jacket as the marine corps drill
instructor, was actually a military advisor
who Kubrick swiftly realised was the only
man qualified to play the part.
Peter Sellers notes in an interview taped
after Dr. Strangelove was released that
his eponymous German character could
not be a «cartoon» Nazi. Sellers – another
man of clear genius – was ad-libbing and
realised that his gloved hand, which
represented Nazism, should become a
character in its own right – hence the
uncontrollable Hitler salutes he is given
to performing as his right arm spastically
shoots upwards from the wheelchair.
Despite the perfectionism...Kubrick was
always open to what happened on set
Other plot devices that seem entirely
natural now, emerged after only much
agonising: how does HAL9000, the computer in 2001: A Space Odyssey know the
crew are plotting to turn it off? Kubrick
dismissed clunky exposition such as
having HAL overhear the two astronauts
talking. Finally, someone came up with
the idea that the computer sees the two
men talking and reads their lips. The rest
is film history.
There is such a wealth of material
in Kubrick By Kubrick that one viewing is
not enough. This is a film you will want
to come back to time and again if only to
feel the reflected genius of a true master
of his craft.
holdsworth.nick@gmail.com
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Memory is a minefield
MEMORY: A journey into the life and experience of a former fighter in the
Portuguese colonial war. By Marc Molas Carol
tagonist of a procession of memories, images, ghosts, and
Director José Oliveira, Marta
deliriums. Yet not all moments in
Ramos
the life of our old soldier emerPortugal
ge painfully from his memory.
Some also do so from a sweet
Manuel Santos is an old man. and cruel melancholy.
We walk with him through the
The Portuguese colonial war
sceneries of a man
encompasses a set of
in the twilight of
campaigns in Angola,
his life. Amidst cold
How many times Cavo Verde, Mozamsweats and nightbique, and Guinea
does a soldier
mares, the cries
return to live the Bissau, in the between
of this Portuguese
memories he has 1961 and 1974, which
colonial war soldistill generate much
collected?
er catch us on the
controversy and open
raw. Grief from tidebate. Within the rames past haunt him
tionale of the pluri-conin his old age, some of which is tinental empire, these used to be
professed, others silent and lo- known as overseas campaigns. It
nely.
was not until the Carnation RevThe biography Guerra is a olution that the political change
dramatized story of José Lopes. in Portugal forced the collapse
One where the direction of José of the military logic in Africa.
Oliveira and Marta Ramos feels
Up to 3 United Nations resovery close. Sometimes strikingly lutions urged Portugal to negointimate.
tiate independence processes
with the African independence
A procession of memories. Ma- forces in the colonies, but it
nuel Santos, played by José wass ultimately the enormous
Lopes, is the father of a Por- cost of this unsuccessful war
tuguese teacher and the pro- that lead to the collapse of the
Guerra

Salazar regime, cascading into
modern Portugal.
Admittedly,
this
context
appears in Guerra only as a
subtext. It is far more important
to explore the individual side of
the matter. Manuel Santos, who
was perhaps among the nearly
800,000 people of Lusitanian
origin who returned – in the
chaotic retreat that within a
few weeks filled Portugal at the
end of the colonial war – finds
himself with phantoms from a
time long gone, yet terrifyingly
present. He also finds existential

questions for an old man that
go beyond war. Questions about
life, sorrow, death...and the
fragility and sadness that takes
some men away, or plagues
them with despair until the end
of their days.
Far away, at home, there’s a
prayer:
«Let him return early, and well!»
(Knits the Empire weaves!)
Lies dead, and rots,
a mother’s little boy.
(Fernando Pessoa O menino
da sua mãe)
Unpaid debts. Manuel, who is
a tender father and family man
when accompanied, in his solitude visits sceneries where his
mind falls apart. These are the
cracks of an unpaid debt to soldiers; sent to distant jungles to
fight for men who would never
step on the battlefield. Men of
war. Men of suffering.
When do the blood, the explosions, and the horrors impacted
on the youth sleep? Do the terrors of war ever recede?
A portrait of fragility and integrity. That of a man who has
lived what simply should never
be must raise some questions.
So does the death of those who
are still remembered, and the
scars left on those who had a different fate. Is there a casus belli?
«Of all the questions that man
has asked himself throughout
history, the darkest, perhaps
also the most elusive, is the
justification of war»
Nostalgia is, from its very coinage, a soldiers’ longing. So is the
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melancholy of
this man, yet
not for a faraway home.
A group of
soldiers, young friends, play
football, in the half time between
deployment and combat. Or they
eat a can of beans while guarding
a post in Guinea-Bissau.
Today I may still be in hell...
but tomorrow heaven will be
whole, clear, and clean.
Manuel, who is a tender father
and family man when accompanied, in his solitude visits sceneries where his mind falls apart.
Elusive betrayals. At the centre of the reflection that Guerra invokes is the elusive betrayal
that combatants suffer. Soldiers,
pawns by definition, break the
seams of their narrow roles. The
logical corset of the soldier, by
necessity, denies the expansive
complexity of the human being.
The perfect soldier could only
be a machine.
The fact that young soldiers
are drafted to war is an offense
to humanity. And yet it is difficult to argue with the logic of
the fatherland. The pride of war.
The urgency of war. The inexorable necessity of war.
To discuss the arguments for
war with the fatherland is to discuss its existence. Yet one would
like to think that a nation can
live without war. Or that there
is such thing as a national entity
that can actually exist without
a military entanglement. But
the concept of a nation is a play
predicated upon the protection
of a territory against other similar entities. Its very definition
lies in the borders it defends or
conquers. And a nations’ nature
changes when it denies or loses
these borders. Just as Portugal
changed at the time and abandoned its empire. And it gave
way to a new country. A new territory redefined. A new fatherland.
But what does the empire
matter to a soldier? or to an old
man?
marc@moderntimes.no

Colonial heritage

COLONIALISM: Two worlds collide during a trip down the Amazon in search of the mixed
language Nheengatu, imposed upon indigenous by Portuguese conquerors. By Melita Zajc
borders with Venezuela and Colombia, they find communities
that still speak the Nheengatu,
Director José Barahona
a mixed language imposed by
Brasil, Portugal
Brazilian colonial powers to indigenous communities, even if
«Why do the Portuguese people in Venezuela and Colombia the
always look for rocks and stones official language is Spanish, not
that they left scattered all over Portuguese.
the world?» asks director José
Nheengatu is the main subject
Barahona as his crew’s cam- of this film and it is only logical
eras reach the ruins of a fort that a film about the language
amid the Amazonian forest. Af- follows the traces of a book.
ter a few pans over the impres- Actually, says the director, two
sive stone arches covered with books were his references: Thelush vegetation, he adds, «It’s odor Koch-Grünberg’s Two years
tiring. This will disappear and among the Indians. Travels in
won’t leave any trace.» His lat- North-West Brazil 1903-1905 and
est documentary feature, which a recently published collection
opened this year’s DocLisboa of works in Portuguese by Curt
festival, is about the search for Nimuendajú on the indigenous
these traces. Though not left in peoples of the Rio Negro region
stones, these traces are there to with photographs the celebratstay.
ed ethnologists took during his
trip in 1927, Reconhecimento
Colonial superpower. Portugal, dos Rios Içána, Ayarí e Uaupés.
a small European country, was Barahona follows Nimuendajú’s
a major colonial superpower. path through the Amazonian
The Portuguese were the first forest with, literally, the book in
Europeans that cohis hands. At a certain
lonised Africa below
point, he shows it to
By the end
the Sahara and, for
one of the indigenous
of the 16th
almost one century,
men he interviews and
Century,
maintained a nethe man recognises the
Portuguese
ar-monopoly
over
building on the photo
imperial
European relations
published in it. This is
interests
with it. From there,
a particularly powerful
covered half
they expanded to
moment because it rethe globe
Latin America. By
minds us that we are
the end of the 16th
seeing an important
Century, Portuguese
addition to our knowlimperial interests covered half edge, something that is left out
the globe, from Brasil to The of books, which are the standard
Maluku Islands in eastern Indo- source of what we know. That
nesia. No wonder when Baraho- is, we see the lived experience
na’s crew reaches the Brazilian of the book’s subjects, the conNheengatu – The Language of
Amazon Forest

crete people,
in flesh and
blood.
We
learn
that
the
Nheengatu didn’t exist before
1500 and when the Portuguese
arrived in the Amazon, they first
learned the language of the Tupi
people living on the coast. As
they entered the Brazilian territory they started mixing this
language with other indigenous
languages and with Portuguese
words.
Gradually, this mix developed
into a language, with a proper name, Nheengatu, and with
proper rules that were transmitted in schools. It was the
language of the conquerors. Today, however, the great majority
of indigenous languages have
disappeared and the only «traditional» language indigenous
people speak is Nheengatu, although Portuguese is the official
language. Nheengatu is, we hear,
«a language of resistance». We
learn this directly from those
who speak it, and besides definitions, we get to know about their
doubts. A father, who doesn’t
want to teach it to his daughter.
And the children who prefer to
speak the language of white men
when they go to the city, Portuguese. As a result, Nheengatu is
disappearing.
Film language. Another important language is the way the film
is made. The cinematic language. This one, too, is a constructed language, and here too we
can observe the process of its’

making. In one of the very rare undertones of this «amateur»
moments with voiceover, we stories. Through reflections on
hear the director distributing their language, indigenous peosmartphones among the indi- ple narrate about their lives,
genous collaborators and invi- politics, fundamentals such as
ting them to film «what they con- what it means being poor or
sider important in their lives, what civilisation is, but also
about white men who
their community, and
want to make money
their daily lives» and
Nheengatu
selling their recordings.
he will put this in the
didn’t exist
film. A young man,
before 1500
An unresolved presenEdmundo, turns the
and when the
ce. The absence of one
smartphone camera
Portuguese
central point of narratitowards the film crew
arrived in the
on and the constantly
and starts filming
Amazon
shifting point of view,
them, saying, «I am
the most distinctive felearning with them
atures of the documenwhat I don’t know
and they learn from me what tary cinema of the 21st Century,
they don’t know». The film frame work to viewers’ advantage. We
is determined by this collabora- get the possibility to see backtion too – on the one hand, the stage. The director explains
landscape portrait of the profes- what he can not show, be it
sional film, on the other the por- his illness or the procedures in
trait format of the smartphone contacting indigenous communities. The members of these
screen.
The film is a collaborative communities discuss the prework in terms of traditional film sence of white men, and about
crew too. The DOP Mário Fran- how it feels to be seen through
ca deserves particular credits their eyes. But among severfor exceptional images of wa- al contrasts that organise the
ter and the music producer narration, the division between
Clower Curtis for his electron- the indigenous and white men
ica. Mandala-like symmetrical remains fixed, and unresolved.
compositions that resemble the That’s the lesson of the Nhepolished aesthetics of screen- engatu, a former language of
savers, but this seems com- the conquerors: the indigenopletely natural as the glittering us have left nothing but what
surfaces of water and sky blend they got from the white men.
into each other on the electron- The ruins of colonial buildings
ic world music soundtrack. The might eventually turn into dust,
centrally placed narrow verti- but the colonial heritage will recal images of smartphone re- main.
cordings fit very well into this
structure, while the heavy black
melita.zajc@gmail.com
frame directs attention to the
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A common humanity
LIFE: A timeless study of village life in the remote highlands of North-west Angola is both intimate and humrous. By Nick Holdsworth
Making A Living In The Dry
Season
Director Inês Ponte
Angola, Portugal, UK

Portuguese producer and director Inês Ponte studied Visual
Anthropology at Britain's Manchester University and brings
that background to this charming and intimate portrait of the
day-to-day life of a family living
on a small farm in Namibe in Angola's remote highlands.
The film, based on the eight
months Ponte lived in the village
– a guest at the farmstead of farmers, Madukilaxi, her husband
Omuxipungo, and children – reveals the way of life for people

18

in an area where the long dry
season (230 days without rain)
forces a different pace of life.
Adoration. Ponte, who is heard
off-camera speaking the local
language (we glimpse her only
once in the closing credits in a
still shot from behind, the youngest son of the family clinging to
her back), is clearly accepted as
one of the family and the village,
in true social anthropology style.
The intimacy she has attained
is evident in the clear adoration
the family's youngest boy has for
her, who constantly calls for her
and seeks her out, and the degree
to which Madukilaxi is happy
to order her to stop filming so
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to help with
some task or
other.
A
simple
story with little narrative structure is woven
around the making of a traditional
doll (a gift for Ponte that the youngest boy clearly covets, but is
equally happy to be the one given
the important task of presenting it
to her).
The village, where cattle raising and agriculture are combined, is forced into a slower pace
of life during the dry season –
allowing time to make the doll,
fashioned with human hair and
beaded thongs woven around a
wooden stick, and to gather tinder for charcoal ovens and other

important tasks, such as fixing Technology. In another sequenfences and ensuring the scarce ce, where the mother uses utterwater from a well run nearly dry ly basic technology – a wooden
is distributed fairly.
frame and rocking device – to
The importance
swing a milk-filof water during the
led gourd stopThe intimacy she has
dry season is allupered with a dry
attained is evident in
ded to when the
husk of corn, to
the clear adoration the
mother
rebukes
turn it into kefir
family's youngest boy
her youngest child
or yoghurt, the
has for her
for playing with
ingenuity of peoit (he is making a
ple presented as
kind of mud pie
being largely witinside the hewn wood and reed hout mod-cons (a battery-opehut that is the family home).
rated radio is the only piece
«Are you playing with water?» of modern technology directly
his mother snaps.
glimpsed) is displayed with a
«Inês!» he appeals.
discreet pride.
«You're misbehaving and you
Ponte tells us little or nothing
call for Inês?» his mother re- about the context of lives lived
sponds with incredulity.
much as they have been since
before recorded history. Only
obliquely do we understand that
we are in the 21st century: Madukilaxi receives «a couple of
SMS messages every day» her
husband remarks apropos nothing as he and a group of young
boys haul water out of the large
rock-hewn well.
«They write the messages into
a computer and they arrive on
her phone.»
There is no direct evidence
that the village has electricity
– all Ponte allows us to see is a
landscape of simple huts, tinder-dry scrub, and ancient rocky
outcrops where the brush is collected for charcoal pits.
But a whirring that accompanies some of the sequences

Neither banal nor evil

that, at first, is reminiscent of
an old-fashion cine-camera fed
with cellulose film, yet on reflection is probably a gasoline-fed
electric generator, is a – like a
stage-direction from the wings
– reminder that the world is today a global village.
Neither innocence nor savagery.
Ponte clearly loves these people
and is loved back. That they live
lives of such simplicity and with
few material goods is neither feted as some kind of quintessential innocence nor presented as
noble savagery.
And Ponte's images – strikingly beautiful at times – reveal
her deep sense of place as well
as people.
In the best traditions of social anthropology, she aspires to
present these people as they
are, content within a way of life
that may be hard but does not
seem too onerous.
The sweet smiles of the little
boy – quite the star of this short
film – and his affecting wish to
do his best and please his mother (and Inês, whom one suspects will become his image of an
ideal woman as he grows up)
ground the common humanity
of these people whose lives
are so different from those of
us who live in the so-called developed world.
holdsworth.nick@gmail.com

CONTROL: A search for
understanding from a survivor of
Aum Shinrikyo's 1995 sarin gas
attack on Tokyo's subway.
By Lauren Wissot
Me and the Cult Leader – A Modern Report on
the Banality of Evil
Director Atsushi Sakahara
Japan

True to its arresting title and media sensation subject matter, Atsushi Sakahara’s
Me and the Cult Leader – A Modern Report
on the Banality of Evil makes for some undeniably riveting viewing – but for the
most unexpected of reasons. Ostensibly
a revisitation of the 1995 sarin gas attack
on Tokyo's subway system carried out by
members of the Japanese Aum Shinrikyo
religious cult – which left a dozen dead and
hundreds more to suffer lifelong complications, including the director himself – the
film is as much a story about Sakahara’s relationship with the mastermind behind the
inexplicable acts of terrorism as Roger &
Me is about Michael Moore and a similarly
invisible yet omnipresent GM CEO.
Renunciate. The onscreen man at the center of Sakahara’s doc cannot, by any stretch
of the imagination, be described as a leader,
let alone the head of a lethal cult. Shy and
uncharismatic, Hiroshi Araki is little more
than an eerily robotic follower with no direct connection to the infamous crime, an
executive of Aleph (the rebranded Aum
Shinrikyo) responsible for its PR. This is a
bit ironic since the quiet Araki – unlike the
film’s former adman director who spent a
year negotiating for access – seems to have
no talking points nor sense of spin. Nevertheless, the self-proclaimed «renunciate» (as

he’s renounced the world) agrees in good Deprogramming. While Sakahara’s intentifaith to participate in the director’s cine- ons indeed seem pure – many of his queries
matic search for answers – and an apology. are designed to deprogram, to get his interlocutor to rethink his very dedication to his
Neither of which proves easy to come by.
And it is this delicate dance between film- guru – it’s nonetheless disturbing to witmaker and subject that proves most compel- ness someone so easily manipulated into
ling, as together the duo crisscross Japan, joining a cult slowly being manipulated into
visiting each of their hometowns and their apologizing for that cult’s infamous actions
shared alma mater, Kyoto University – whe- (which, of course, Araki wasn’t involved in
so was never arrested and held in
re Sakahara graduated with a
judgment for). And since this guy
degree in economics and Araki
is no «leader» but a mere sheep
was recruited less than a year
The onscreen
before the attack (after which
man at the center who long ago lost touch with his
soul, one might ask what exactly
the group was smartly banned
of Sakahara’s
is the point of pulling a mea culpa
from the country’s campuses).
doc cannot, by
The road trip is both visually
any stretch of the from a brainwashed victim anyhow? Ultimately, Sakahara is hoarresting – intoxicating imaimagination, be
ping in vain to draw blood from a
ges of the rural countryside,
described as a
stone. Neither banal nor evil, Aracomplete with tranquil waters
leader
ki is simply a traumatized, painand lush forests – and philofully awkward, middle-aged man
sophically unnerving. For as
in need of professional, not doSakahara respectfully questions the reticent Araki and the story of his cumentary, intervention. Which leaves one
disturbing life begins to unspool a friends- wondering if the means – including sharing
hip incrementally develops – or does it? An a guilt-filled meal with Sakahara’s parents,
avid listener, Sakahara is quick to extend a and staging a press photo-op commemoragentle hand – at one point even purchasing ting the attack with a very reluctant Araki
a jacket for Araki whose few possessions – in fact, justify the unsatisfying (for the didon’t seem to include season-appropriate rector) ending.
clothing – and yet he’s a director with a less
than transparent agenda. So here’s where
laurenvile@yahoo.com
things get morally complicated.
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«While adapting, we are also
discovering new ways of
doing things»
DOCLISBOA: Festival Directors Joana Sousa and Miguel Ribeiro, speak on
the adaptation of the Lisbon-based festival for its 18th edition. By Steve Rickinson
For its 18th edition, the 2020/2021
Doclisboa meets during six unique sessions over six months.
A documentary festival always
questioning the presence of film
and assuming cinema as a mode of freedom, this
year sees Doclisboa adhere to this ideology more
than anything with the COVID-19 related volatility.
With its 18 edition’s first session kicking off, 22
October – 1 November 2020, before launching again
5 – 11 November, Modern Times Review spoke with
Festival Director’s, Joana Sousa and Miguel Ribeiro.
The 2020 edition of Doclisboa is not like anything we have seen from the festival before, can
you explain a bit about its presentation across
multiple sessions?
In this edition, Doclisboa is organized in six
different moments, each lasting around a week,
taking place between October 2020 and March
2021. In October, the moment is composed of a
retrospective on Georgian cinema, a focus on the
representation of labour
in cinema, and a selewe will work
ction of films that send
on questions
clues to the following
that arise from
months of programming.
topics such as the
Between November and
recontextualizing
March, each moment
of history,
will present films that
personal stories,
dialogue with each otcontemporary
her in line with a direct
political issues put
proposal. Not strictly
into perspective,
thematic, we will work
perceptions of
on questions that arise
intimacy, among
from topics such as the
others.
recontextualizing of
history, personal stories,
contemporary political
issues put into perspective, perceptions of intimacy, among others.
Why was the division of the festival necessary?
Was it entirely based around the COVID-19 pandemic?
During the quarantine period, we took the time to
reorganize and reflect on what our priorities are,
what is important for the festival, what is its role,
and how to move forward amidst this exceptional
context. Even though Doclisboa takes place in the
autumn we had to react quickly and set a model
for this edition that made sense for us and felt that
could be accomplished in line with our ideas, values, and possibilities. We believe that a festival also
serves the community in which it operates – the
theaters, the public, the film professionals – so, in
that sense, we wanted to help rebuild with them
the very act of going to the cinema. We adapted the
rhythm of the festival and extended the program
over six months, thus giving the public the opportunity to see all the films of the festival and opening
space for more debates, parallel activities, and other collective moments of discussion and thinking.
As the situation is constantly changing we also
wanted to have a festival structure flexible enough
to accommodate new additions or changes to the
programme whenever we felt necessary.
How do you find the support given from the
country & city cultural/governmental sectors?
Do you find that there has been support for
Doclisboa and other such cultural institutions in
Portugal during these unprecedented times?
The pandemic crisis is having an extraordinary
impact on the arts, culture, and creative sectors
in Portugal. The economic and financial consequ-
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ences are extremely serious, risking the survival
of smaller structures and, above all, professionals
who work on a freelance basis, by project, often in
very precarious conditions. The government has
implemented some measures to respond to the crisis but it is important to recognize that we cannot
subordinate everything to the emergency of these
times but it is essential to think and act on structural issues regarding funding, social protection, and
support. These issues were already present before
the pandemic and now we have the proof that this
is not sustainable.
What the most difficult aspect of the 2020 Doclisboa preparation?
There’s of course a pending uncertainty in all
decisions we implement. We try to minimize the
risk but it’s an edition that requires a higher level
of risk and possible changes. But from an early
stage, we designed it as a malleable festival, as an
organism that is capable of reacting to the world in
which it appears in every moment of programming.
More than anything, it’s a challenging and certainly determining moment of Doclisboa’s existence – one that we also see as an edition where
Doclisboa will present itself by putting forward all
that it stands for. All in all, that’s what the moment
requires us to.
Speaking practically, how will the festival be
presented across its six sessions? How will each
session be different from each other?
We have restructured the whole programme organisation, while guaranteeing the diversity that is usual
at Doclisboa – both in terms of narratives, and languages. Each moment will be organized under a motto, a guiding idea which the films will complexify and
amplify. Presenting the festival across a longer period
of time will also permit us to embed more debates
and talks, both in the present time of the programme
and as a remembrance of what has come before.
it’s a challenging and certainly determining moment of Doclisboa’s existence – one that we also see
as an edition where Doclisboa will present itself by
putting forward all that it stands for.
How do you see the future of film festivals in the
post-COVID-19 era?
The times we are living are requiring immediate
responses and calling every festival to restructure
itself in regards to the present times. While adapting, we are also discovering new ways of doing
things. There are many digital tools that can also
have very interesting applications in a post-pandemic world. We don’t want to replace the in-person
encounters, but it’s unavoidable to realize how
these tools enable fairer access to people with less
economic means to travel to or from more distant
territories. This year will be a year of experimentation and we are learning many things in the process
that we don’t want to dismiss.
steve@moderntimes.review

Fragments
HISTORY: In returning to Paris, German avantgarde filmmaker Ulrike Ottinger resurrects
memories of the city that she called home
through the 1960s. By Astra Zoldnere
Paris Calligrammes
Director Ulrike Ottinger
Germany, France

In her essayistic documentary Paris Calligrammes, German avant-garde filmmaker
and visual artist Ulrike Ottinger brings together the perspectives of a young and an
old artist. She takes a look at
her Paris years between 1962
and 1969 from a present-day
viewpoint. The documentary
is reminiscent of Ottinger’s
Parisian paintings in the style of narrative figuration. The
film is a fragmented mosaic,
poppish, entertaining, but nevertheless critical and daring.
Artistic and intellectual influences. In a way, the autobiographical
documen-

tary is a love song to Paris
embodying the spirit of the
time. In Bernardo Bertolucci’s Dreamers (2013), cinema
takes the leading place; in
Woody Allen’s Midnight in Paris (2011), dead litterateurs and
artists materialize; in the Paris Calligrammes director’s
personal memories, movie
clips
and
found-footage
material are mixed to capture
an
artistically
explosive
environment. Young Ottinger
works in cafes next to Simone
de Beauvoir and Jean-Paul
Sartre, attends lectures by
the anthropologist and ethnologist Claude Lévi-Strauss,
watches movies in the famous French Cinémathèque,
learns etching technique in
Johnny Friedlaender’s studio,
organizes her canvases in the
backyards of Montparnasse

from Paris
studios, and participates in the by German-Jewish refugees and
bohemian life of Paris.
left behind in Paris before they
«Librairie
Calligrammes», continued their journey to other
owned by the German-Jewish destinations.
exile Fritz Picard, becomes the
central intellectual spot for the A post-colonial perspective. Deyoung German artist. The book- spite her fascination with the
shop was a meeting point for city’s intellectual scene, the
German and French litterateurs, German director remains highly
old Marxists, Dadaists, and Sur- critical of social injustice. She
realists. Its guestbook contains depicts the gap between the rich
inscriptions by countless art- and the poor, students and poliists and intellectuals, including ticians, the colonizers and the
Max Ernst, Paul Celan, Marcel colonized.
Marceau, Hans Richter, Raoul
Algeria was one of the last
Hausmann, and Walter Meh- French colonies, and the French
ring. Ottinger resoldiers and settlers
members Mehring
finally left only in the
Despite her
reading a touching
early 60s. The social
fascination
poem
dedicated
tensions among Algewith the city’s
to the intellectuals
rians and the French
intellectual scene,
that were persegovernment were also
the German
cuted by the Nazis:
present in the streets
director remains
«The richest fruitof Paris. Ottinger rehighly critical of
age in the season’s
members discussing
social injustice.
yield was left to
the
controversial
rot upon a German
documentary
Octofield.» The moving words take bre à Paris (dir. Jacques Panijel,
the viewer closer to the ghosts 1962), which revealed the brutal
which also inhabit the bookstore civilian murders in 1961 when
itself. Most of the literary trea- thousands of unarmed Algerians
sures there were once owned went out on the streets of Paris

to peacefully
demonstrate
against colonization and
demand better living conditions. The protesters were met by incredible
police violence. Hundreds were
killed on the first night, many
followed afterward. The fact that
even critical newspapers didn’t
cover the bloody events is surprising.
The forbidden aura surrounding the sensitive topic
is the reason why it took several years before the theater
play The Screens was staged in
Paris. Written by Jean Genet, the
impressive satire problematizes
the French-Algerian war. The
scandalous production by the
director Roger Blin attracted
both intellectuals and right-wing
protesters.
Even nowadays Paris is full
of traces of French colonialism.
Ottinger is wandering through
the floors of «Hôtel Drouot», a
famous auction house, which is,
in some sense, an embodiment
of Europe’s colonial history. The

to Germany. There the artist
uses much of the creative energy soaked up in Paris to develop
her vision as an avant-garde filmmaker. In her audiovisual works,
After the revolution. In 1968, pro- she combines surrealistic and
tests swept much of the world. A ethnographic elements of film.
Almost 50 years lat«love and peace» geer, Ulrike revisits Paris
neration was born in
to make this documenthe Western World,
Even nowadays
tary. She re-organizes
and it brought along
Paris is full of
the shop window in «Linew perspectives.
traces of French
brairie Calligrammes»,
Young people came
colonialism.
revisits
her
roof
together to protest
apartment, films the
against war, criticize capitalism, demand more ci- street life of Paris. Her Paris
vil, women’s, and environmental Calligrammes reveal specific anrights. In cities like Berlin and gles of the artist’s experiences,
Paris, students were at the he- nevertheless, some parts of the
art of these movements. In the puzzle remain hidden and crebeginning, Ulrike Ottinger ob- ate open questions. Whom did
served the events from her roof she kiss, dance, and fall in love
window in the Latin Quarter. La- with in Paris? Is the spirit of the
ter on, when police started using gentrified city transformed or
tear gas against protesters, she does the creative energy hide in
had to not only close but also secret corners of the contemporary French capital?
seal her windows.
The end of the revolution
astra.zoldnere@gmail.com
starts a new era not only in
the French capital but also in
Ulrike’s life. Soon after the famous protests, she heads back
same could be probably said
about many museums housing
ethnographic treasures from all
over the world.
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The pain of guilt

COLONIALISM: Hung on
the cross of history: pain
and regret stalk veterans
of a controversial South
African military unit in
Boris Gerrets’ biblicallystructured Lamentations
of Judas.

By Nick Holdsworth
Lamentations of Judas
Director Boris Gerrets
France/Netherlands/Angolaw

These men know
that they were
used by white
South Africa to
fight champions of
apartheid

Director Boris Gerrets takes a
well-known and controversial
story – that of the Angolan mercenary-staffed South African 32
Battalion, known as ‘The Terrible Ones’ – and turns it into a
tale of forgiveness and redemption.
Opening in a conventional documentary style – with archive
footage of Angolan independence celebrations in 1975 and the
swift descent into the civil war
that marked the end of colonial
rule in the former Portuguese
colony, Gerrets seeks to tell the
story of a battalion used with
violent effect by white South
Africa during the struggle to end
apartheid, through the prism of
the last days of Jesus, betrayed
by Judas before his crucifixion.
In the service of others. A hybrid docu-fiction, Lamentations
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of Judas, is a powerfully unsettling take on the dangers of viewing history through a single
lens. Today, surviving members
of ‘The Terrible Ones’ eke out
their lives in Pomfret, a remote
town centred on a now-abandoned asbestos mine on the edge
of the Kalahari Desert. Pomfret
had been the 32 Battalion’s base
and the semi-derelict site remains the last resting place for
many of the old soldiers in its
austere and drably graveyard
strewn with dappled ochre and
brownstones.
Reviled in Angola and South
Africa alike, the veterans of the
battalion are now in their 60s
and have little to do than to reflect on lives spent in the service
of others for no reward other
than lasting pain.
Many of the men were forced
as teenagers to fight for one of
the rebel factions in the Angolan civil war, before finding their
way to the 32 Battalion – often

joining up for
no reason other than the fact that it guaranteed regular meals.
Judea. Gerrets cast veterans
of the battalion as the 12 disciples of Jesus in the dramatised
sections of the film where all
roles are played by locals on
location in Pomfret, magically
transformed by his lens into the
biblical landscape of Judea.
As the story of Jesus’ journey
to Jerusalem, the Last Supper,
and his betrayal unfold in beautifully staged and directed vignettes narrated by Biblical passages, Gerrets inserts interviews
with the 12 veterans playing
disciples, asking pointed and painful questions about their lives
and actions.
These men know that they
were used by white South Africa
to fight champions of apartheid;
they know they stand accused of
rape, murder, and other atrocities; and they know that few peo-

ple care about their pain.
Gerrets gives them the chance to examine their lives on
camera; he literally gives them
the chance of redemption that
Christ offered the world. For
men from deeply Catholic Angola, the confessional in a roofless
ruin under the South African sun
is a cathartic experience.
Betrayal. None try to overtly
evade responsibility. They knew
what they were doing and knew
they had to follow orders or be
shot. But that does not assuage the pain of guilt – whatever
they say, it is written clearly on
their expressions. Some claim
they were never fighting against
apartheid; others hope their
souls will go directly to heaven
when they die. Only one breaks
down in tears after bluntly stating that there is «no meaning
to life; I am just on a journey to
death» before adding: «The suffering is too much, we suffer for
nothing, nothing, nothing.»
These are men who know, that
like Judas, they have betrayed.
And they have been betrayed.
Gerrets film will not be to everyone’s taste: those who suffered at the hands of the 32 Battalion may not be ready to forgive.
But for those with the perspective to look at the tragedy of the
fall-out from the end of colonial
rule in Africa, the story of these
old and damaged men is a morality tale for the ages.
holdsworth.nick@gmail.com

The progress and those who might be left behind
POST MODERNITY: In the shadow of the world's first commercial Spaceport,
Truth or Consequences weaves the past into the present and our possible future. BY Melita Zajc

Truth or Consequences
Director Hannah Jayanti
USA

«You had the horse, that was the first
mode of transportation for people... then
you had a horse and a carriage...and
then you had the railroad...and then the
car...and then the plane...and then you
had commercial space...a way to move
between the planets for the longevity
of human race». Accompanied by a bird
view of a straight two-lane motorway
with two yellow lines in the middle, these
introductory words to Truth or Consequences, a speculative documentary directed, produced, filmed, written, and
edited by Hannah Jayanti, very well illustrate the belief in a linear progression of
human history. The idea that with science
and technology humans can overcome
any obstacle is deeply imprinted in the
human mind. The idea of progress was
the very basis of modernity and, as in
the early 1980s when it became clear that
natural resources are limited, became the
basis of post-modernist philosophy.
Left behind. In the meantime, it became
clear that the idea of unlimited natural
resources was actually a myth because
modernist prosperity was limited to the
Global North and was only made possible
by colonialist exploitation of the Global
South – slavery and the exploitation of
free female labour. But the idea of progress persisted to the present. Commercial space travel is one of its most vivid
forms: as global warming brought the
colonisation of the earth to a halt, the
universe seems the most logical next
frontier. Yet, after years of struggling with
ever more limited natural resources, the
human race is more and more obviously
divided in two: those few who can afford
the travel to other planets, and all the others who will be left behind.
With the large majority of the world

population belonging to this last group,
there is no need to search long for the contrast. Indeed, the film’s focus is on Spaceport America, the first commercial spaceport, located in New Mexico – and a town
with an enigmatic name, Truth or Consequences, in its immediate surroundings.
As the viewer is informed by the guide to
the local Geronimo Springs Museum, the
town’s former name is Hot Springs while
Truth or Consequences was a program
on the radio and TV. By winning a contest
presented by this program, Hot Springs
also won the right to be named after it.
New Mexico itself has gained world fame
as the location of the notoriously best TV
series of all times, Breaking Bad (2008 –
2013) and its subsequent prequel, Better
Call Saul (2015-2020). In these, the use
of crime by law obeying citizens such as
teachers and lawyers serves as a cynical
comment on the bleak future prospects
for the poor and the mostly white local
community.
Strength of form and character. The director of Truth or Consequences applied
a more poetic approach, defined as a
speculative documentary. Two features of
this approach particularly stand out. One
is a subtle play with time and smooth,
invisible drifting from the future to the
past and back again. The use of various
types of archival material, from major
architectural achievements to climate
damage and images of cataclysm makes
this particularly visible. The double
exposition in transforming items from
the past into futurist objects, the archival
shots are played forwards and backward.
Even special effects are applied, resulting
in black and white images of the local
landscape, covered by particles of dust,
changing from shimmering glitter to
dancing points of light.
Another strong point of this film is
its protagonists. They have the role of
the narrator and cover the whole spe-

The idea
of progress
persisted
to the
present.

ctre of views, from
the worries of the old
lady «we live in times of changed logic
of progress, how will people deal with
it?» to the optimism of the Spaceport’s
clerk, «This planet is dying, so for the
longevity of human race it is moving
elsewhere.» The closing titles list their
names in the order of appearance, George Henson IV, Olin B. West, Yvonne A.
Farley, Katie Renault, and Philip Giraldi.
There is a homeless woman who likes
making announcements but is afraid of
flying with an airplane; a man who is
collecting old stuff with the precision
of an archeologist; old lady living in a
trailer with a cushion saying «Home is
where the heart is» on the couch and a
buffalo skull of above it, taking care of
dogs and pigeons. Animals play a significant part in this world and in the film.
As we see the birds flying high, free under the sun, the pain of the human protagonist dissolves. They are poor and
their loneliness makes it even worse. As
they narrate their life stories, each dealing with their painful memories in their
own way, as they talk about their family and simultaneously interact with the
environment, be it found objects, the
animals, or as they are catching the insects, for example, one can sense their
loneliness as a grip around their souls.
The sublime thing about this documentary is that it explores what keeps these
people going. Each of them has such a
thing, crystals, birds, or marbles, and as
the dust particles turn into floating sources of light, one can see that the human
soul is the object that flies, eventually, at
last. The improvised score by Bill Frisell
provides a perfect soundtrack. In short,
there is no wonder that the film already
raised the attention of the international
documentary community.
melita.zajc@gmail.com
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Hearts of darkness, dreams of light
CONGO: Honouring survivors of his Congo's 2000 «Six Day War» seeking acknowledgment
or financial compensation for their pains. By Neil Young
Downstream to Kinshasa
Director Dieudo Hamadi
D.R. Congo, Belgium, France

24

The «Six Day War» most people
know spanned 5-10 June 1967
and saw Israel defeating Arab
neighbours Jordan, Syria, and
Egypt. Exactly 33 years later, between the same June dates, another «Six Day War» was fought.
It made much less of a global
impact, but locally the wounds
cut very deep, and have lingered
long. Part of the Second Congo
War of 1998-2003 – a clash over
central African mineral – wealth
whose cumulative death-toll ran
into the millions — the Guerre
des Six Jours concerned Rwandan and Uganda but took place
elsewhere, in the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC), specifically its third-biggest city, Kisangani (population c.1.5m).
The Battle of Kisangani. 4,000
were killed and 3,000 injured in
the ‘Battle of Kisangani,’ many of
the latter suffering limb-amputation. The survivors’ protracted struggle to obtain compensation is the subject of Dieudo
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Hamadi’s fifth via his documentaries has craftfeature-length ed an invaluable kaleidoscope of
documentary Downstream To the complex and thorny issues
Kinshasa. The 88-minute film’s facing his vast country. Still only
more poetic Francophone ti- 38, Hamadi has thus emerged as
tle En route pour le
one of the most immillard translates
portant filmmakers in
Democracy came
as «on the road
Africa – and therefore
very late to Zaire/
to the billion,»
the world.
Congo, following
referring to the
The
continent’s
the ousting of
billion-dollar paysecond-biggest counout sought by the
US-supported
try both in size (beKisinangi people
hind Algeria) and
«strongman»
as compensation
population (behind
president Mobutu
to damaged indiNigeria), the DRC has
Sese Seko in 1997
viduals, part of a
featured regularly in
after 26 years of
larger $10bn reworldwide headlines
repression.
quest.
– usually for negative
Frustrated
at
reasons – since it obgovernmental apatained independence
thy, more than 100
from Belgium in 1971
people set out on a boat from as Zaire (the 19th-century coKisangani in 2018 to make their lonial horrors suffered by the
case in DRC capital Kinshasa — resource-rich country are reover 2,300km (1,430 miles) down counted in devastating fashion
the mighty Congo River. Also by Joseph Conrad in his classic
along for the journey was anoth- 1899 novella Heart of Darkness).
er son of the city, Hamadi, who
Congolese
Cinema.
Democracy came very late to Zaire/
Congo, following the ousting
of US-supported «strongman»
president Mobutu Sese Seko in
1997 after 26 years of repression. Given the upheavals and
civil wars that have racked the
DRC, it’s perhaps no surprise
that its cinema industry has
been so low-profile – especially
compared with Nigeria’s fecund
Nollywood. One notable exception was Lumumba, the Death of a
Prophet, a 1991 documentary on
the ill-fated «father of the nation»
Patrice Lumumba by acclaimed
Zaire-raised Haitian director
Raoul Peck.
Nearly three decades years

later, Downstream To Kinshasa became the first Congolese
film to be selected for the
Official Selection at the Cannes
Film Festival – which, of
course, was canceled amid
the COVID-19 pandemic. A
multi-layered work that combines reportage-style coverage of the epic journey with
musical-theatre interludes in
which the survivors use artistic methods to deal with their
plight, Downstream To Kinshasa is a sensitive and evidently
heartfelt paean to persistence.
Although he never appears
on-screen, preferring a «fly on
the wall» approach, Hamadi's
empathetic
connection
to
the subject matter and the
documentary's articulate, persuasive and engaging protagonists is evident throughout.
«This terrible war has been
almost forgotten today,» he said
in an interview with Variety,
«and we run the risk of seeing
these atrocities happen again
at any time. A work of memory
became absolutely necessary.»
Not that the memories in Kisingani are likely to fade any time
soon: among several moving
sequences is a visit to a mass
grave in the city, in which more
than a thousand corpses were
hurriedly interred. This segment
is followed by the embarkation
onto the Congo, which provides
-over the course of half an hour –
the most striking material in the
whole film.
Holed. Hamadi deploys a drone
camera to depict the heavily-laden craft’s slow progress down
the vast brown-grey lake-like ri-

Many of the
inhabitants, so
full of devotion
for the statue,
refuse to even
speak to the
migrants

A black Jesus in a white town
PREJUDICE: In one Sicilian town, anti-migrant sentiment juxtaposes with its centuries-long
worshipping of a statue depicting a black Jesus. By Carmen Gray
A Black Jesus
Director Luca Lucchesi
Germany

ver, then takes us right in among
the people as they bicker, sing,
eat, complain («I won’t eat shit!
I have a right to say it! The food
is no good»), and learn to bump
along in decidedly close quarters. The bonds of community
are, we see, reaffirmed and
strengthened by this collective
activity, providing fresh memories to reduce the pain of those which have lingered so horribly since the 2000 atrocities. As
the winds rise to gale strength,
rain lashes down mercilessly
and flimsy flapping tarpaulins
provide scant cover from the
surging elements. We genuinely
fear the worst for all concerned,
especially when we hear that the
boat has been «holed.»
Having presumably ceased
filming on the basis of safety,
Hamadi then cuts abruptly to a
point after what was presumably
a safe arrival in Kinshasa – a hectic metropolis by any measure,
but a relative haven of calm following the torrid extremities of
the river. The aggrieved citizens
use the national media to state
their case, and while governmental responses are frustratingly stony (shades of England’s
frostily-received Jarrow Marchers of 1936), some measure of
optimism is found in the results
of the December 2018 general
election – greeted with joyous
celebration by Hamadi’s townsfolk. The film concludes, however, on an ominously quiet note:
eight campaigners standing
across the street from Kinshasa’s Presidential Palace, hoping
their mute presence, and that of
Hamadi’s camera, will spur new
incumbent Félix Tshisekedi into
belated action. The battle continues
neilyounggb@gmail.com

How can a citizen revere a black Jesus
carved from wood, yet fear any man made
of flesh and blood that’s not white who
may appear in their town? The paradox is
a central feature of life in Siculiana, a small
and devout Catholic town in Sicily. This
question is taken up by director Luca Lucchesi (and co-writer Hella Wenders) in the
documentary A Black Jesus to shed light
on the absurdly irrational, propagandistic
nature of racial prejudice and the way it
is weaponised to prop up selfish interests
and fear-based notions of identity.
Legend. The contradiction impresses itself upon Edward, a 19-year old migrant
from Ghana, and many of the other refugees and asylum seekers who arrive to a
frosty reception in Siculiana after a perilous trip across the Mediterranean. The
townsfolk have for centuries venerated a
varnished oak statue of a black, crucified
Christ, which hangs in the church and
every year is carried through the streets
on the shoulders of chosen devotees in
a procession watched by local crowds; a
ritualistic tradition commemorating the
uncovering of the statue within a fortress
and its return into the light, before a day
of grace and feast in a medieval manor.
Many of the inhabitants, so full of devotion for the statue, refuse to even speak to
the migrants, so Edward — also a believer
in miracles — lobbies with the help of his
Italian teacher to carry the crucifix in the
next May 3rd celebration, as a potent symbolic gesture toward healing Siculiana’s divisions and acknowledgment of a religious
spirit of brotherhood between all humans.
Popular legend has it that the holy statue was being transported somewhere in
medieval times, or slightly after, when its
carriers made a stop at an inn in a hamlet near Siculiana. A blind person sat by
chance on the chest containing the statue
and was promptly cured. Astonished, the
people of Siculiana decided the crucifix
would end its journey there, and carried
it to the castle. Edward and his friends respect this local belief — after all, faith in
miracles has sustained them during their
dangerous sea crossing, not to mention

horrors and hardships
at home. «If it wasn’t for
God, I’d have been dead a long time ago,»
says one.
A society of emigrants. Even broadly shared religious faith has not been enough to
warm the majority of locals to the incoming strangers, however, as fear of otherness holds sway. Many of the elderly
discuss their fear and discomfort openly,
and the middle-aged seem little more open
(overt protests against refugee «invasion»
have even taken place in the streets.) The
migrants’ language teacher is a staunch,
pro-active advocate for his students’ rights in the town, struggles against sluggish
and reluctant bureaucracy so they can
become documented to work legally (rather than instrumentalised for organised
crime), and for better integration. His
questioning of locals on how they square
their less than charitable attitudes with
religious tenets falls on deaf ears. A centre for asylum seekers, the Villa Sikania,
has been operating in a former hotel since
2014, but its potential closure looms over
its residents, adding to their sense of fate’s unpredictability, at the time of filming
(its doors were eventually shut in 2019).
«We are in the hands of a madman,» says
the teacher, referring to anti-immigration government hardliner Matteo Salvini,
making explicit the political dimension of
influential right-wing power structures in
stoking and solidifying hostility towards
refugees in Italy.

That the Siculianesi have always been
a population of emigrants (many have,
for decades, escaped the struggling economy to work in Germany, not returning)
does not register as hypocrisy among
more prejudiced locals. «I’m not a fascist,» declares one, recalling how many
people were killed in Italy under fascism.
But he insists, in the same breath, his
children must eat first, before any aid is
offered to others, denying the ideological
dimension to the government’s leveraging of local poverty or the logical chain
that connects a refusal of basic equal
rights to dehumanisation and state-sanctioned deaths.
The right side of history. Even more than
the success of Edward and his friends in
donning the red neck-scarves of ceremonial belonging and hoisting up the crucifix as part of the procession, hope comes
through bright and strong in the form of Siculiana’s students. One girl says she’d like
to get to know the strangers, but fears others’ inevitable judgment. But in a visit by
migrants to a class for an informal question session, adolescents overtly disavow
the «backwards» mentality of their elders
and opt for a curious, open exchange to
end the bigotry that stems from ignorance. While generational divides underpin
stark differences of attitude in the town,
its youth are eager to ensure they’re on
the right side of history.
carmengray@gmail.com
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heavy consequences. No word
again about France’s top-secret
evacuations plans for nuclear
catastrophes.
At this moment viewers ask
themselves if the stylistic eleQuestions unanswered. It starts ment in Rau´s documentary
with the remark that two weeks to end a sequence by a visible
after Merkel´s decision, nuclear hand-clapping indicates an ironienterprises was invited into the cal alienation. But unfortunately,
ministry to discuss if a pullout this option rests problematically
planned for 2022 is possible. Jo- discreet.
The word is given to the leaachim Vanzetti, director of Gerder of the «EDF-Projeman’s «Netzführung»
ct» «Neue Atomkraft»
(Electric net directiFrance will
(new nuclear force)
on) «Amaron» declares
have to
Xavier Usat, who anthat even if there are
decompose 30
nounced a rising enersome days when renereactors in the gy necessity of 30%
wable energy can conext 10 years.
for 2040, of course
ver 95% of the neceswithout clarification
sities, there are others
when this capacity goes down on which social and technologito 1% due to no sun and wind. cal realities he is talking about,
Today, the energy storage capa- calling Merkel´s 2011 withdracities couldn’t even guarantee wal ridiculous and not possible
the needed energy for one day to be repeated today because of
in Germany so carbon energy drastic uprising of CO2 emissiwould be processed again. This ons and their costs. Again, he is
is the reason why shut down re- unchallenged with the fact that
actors are even held in a stand- after 40 years of run-time, Franstill position to be reactivated in ce will have to decompose 30 reactors in the next 10 years.
time.
At this moment we would
have liked to hear just one spe- Concerns abound. All this nuclecialist on renewable energy and ar management agrees that, worone political scientist. Stored ldwide, precisely 434 reactors
energy is not dependant on a guarantee a «certain living style
centralisation. In fact, it should, and life». Besides, they like to
and is, stored in smaller units, remark that gas, oil, and carbon
like enterprises and households also cause victims and death. It
(ie. solar energy). This is just does not even enter these schithe positive capacity of alterna- zophrenic professional minds
tive energy production. Another that we cannot go on consuming
missing point in Atomkraft Forev- this amount of energy. We don’t
er is a reflection on the political want it and we don’t need it. The
consequences of energy control fact is, as Rau mentioned as pure
NUCLEAR ENERGY Carsten Rau´s documentary Atomkraft Forever navigates
and distribution. Democracies information that even in Japan, 9
where Germany is in its relationship to nuclear energy. By Dieter Wieczorek
would profit much more from of 50 reactors had been reactivadecentralised energy production ted and 18 are waiting for their
machines. The evaporating dust
deconstructi- and
local
distribution permission. From 27 EU-States,
Atomkraft Forever
constitutes a heavy risk of enteon and still not than from centralized and 13 have a nuclear production.
Director Carsten Rau
ring worker’s bodies.
Again, the voice we hear is,
one final storage zone is deter- technological highly security
Germany
mined worldwide.
controlled management of a for example, French nuclear sciFacts & numbers. It’s not easy
Furthermore, all those who few distribution companies. All entist Isabelle Zaccherie explaiThe film starts with a count- to illustrate these often-abstract make the most profit from nucle- the realities of bio, heat, water ning that chemical production
down. It gets clear that it’s the facts and numbers with pictu- ar production, interpret Germa- energy, biomass, combined heat, also has its risks, showing wornecessary time for a contamina- res. Carsten Rau slides the ca- ny’s withdrawal as just a voting power stations, hydrodynamic kers behind walls as an example
tion check of a nuclear reactor. mera over the depots, tubes, co- strategy, as if the huge number power, and ocean energy are not of guaranteed security.
The sign for danger is set.
rridors, protective suits, waste of anti-nuclear voters don’t have even mentioned. Neither is the
Jochen Stay, the speaker of
The German town of Greifs- barrels, mechanical movements, arguments for their choice. The fact of the still missing invest- «ausgestrahlt e.V.», one of the
wald holds one of the disconne- and working processes inside economic loss was announced ments for the development of all rare critical voices, reminds us
cted reactors in Germany. Its de- the different reactors and inter- by the inevitable import of fossil those new technologies, besides that after the decomposition
composition process will take 33 mediate stores. He uses early fuels as if an economic win still other – waiting to be implement- process in Germany, 1900 radioyears and will cost around 5 billi- propaganda films from East and is the decisive parameter. Diffe- ed – technologies reducing ener- active castor containers need
on euros. Greifswald is only one West Germany promising a che- rent forms of energy production gy consumption.
to be stored in a final depot.
of 17 reactors to be decomposed ap and clean unlimited energy that create their own economic
Unmentioned stays the fact We don’t even know how long
after Angela Merkel’s 2011 deci- source for the future. He also benefit weren’t taken into con- that there are already energy a container sustains. The store
sion to turn away from nuclear shows the usual strategies of sideration. Instead of working autonomic communities like the should be secured for 1 million
energy. So we are talking about how nuclear energy companies with the forces in Germany’s German town Feldheim, which years, which means, statistical85 billion euros just in Germany. convinced modest yet sustained neighborhoods, which also re- had been forbidden to supply ly, during ten glacial periods.
Unfortunately, Carsten Rau does communities to settle down on fuse nuclear energy, a huge part their overcapacity to the public Besides the humorous optimism
not ask who will pay this bill in their territories. Sports centers of the population prefers pro- energy net. Also absent in Rau´s about the survival of flora and
his documentary Atomkraft Fore- were built, jobs offered, and fit-making compromise with the documentary is information fauna on our planet, Stay alreaver. 600,000 barrels of radioacti- much money flowed into this lo- risks. These people’s voices rest about investment facts, their dy doubts that in 30 years, when
ve material will be the result of cal cash box. Rau captured the unchallenged in Atomkraft Fore- profits, and strategies.
the storage will get urgent, there
the deconstruction and still not people who got even emotio- ver.
Instead, we find nuclear ma- will still be the know-how, the
one final storage zone has been nally involved, feeling like «part
Here, doubts start to arise nagers from France, the coun- understanding, and acceptance
determined worldwide. Reactors of the family», appreciating the about what Rau´s up to this po- try with the highest number to face this problem. Today ciin Germany had received the reactor and all the workers and int critical approach
of rectors (58), pro- vilians are invited for hearings
construction permission by just businessmen showing up.
by describing all the
ducing 75% of the and discussions, but without
Worldwide,
signing the sentence as «removal
Rau resumes the usual ar- destructive potentinational energy, like any decision, not even a veto
precisely
proof»: «It needs progress for the guments and doubts from the al of nuclear produGuy Brunel, director right. The decision about the fi434 reactors
research of final storage». This population. What sense does it ction, ridiculing the
of
communication nal depot will be a political one.
guarantee a
was the reason why the reposi- make for security, if Germany propaganda, showing
Again we see not challenged
in the Nuclear Re«certain living
tory Gorleben had been kept as stops nuclear production, but images from Fukushisearch center Card- the young French nuclear phya possible solution for so long, the neighbors do not? Today, ma. However, in the
style and life».
arache,
presenting sicist Lucas David hallucinating
even facing massive population in coronavirus times, on a local second part of this
his
unchallenged about the «poetry of fusion» and
protests and scientific declarati- level we observe the same argu- documentary, he falls into the viewpoint that nuclear energy the beautiful water evaporation
ons about its ineptitude.
mentation: why should we wear ideological trap, and allows the is «absolutely necessary for the in the turbines.
During this deconstruction, masks if our neighbors don’t? most efficient strategy for nu- energy mix», assuring furtherWe have no time for errors, he
radioactive liquids are set free We also see the results.
clear management to come back more that everything is under declared. This time he is right.
and the polluted cement must
600,000 barrels of radioactive into the game again. He gives control to avoid accidents and if
dieter.wieczorek.press@gmail.com
be decomposed with hand material will be the result of the an uncommented on voice to they happen, they will not have
German and French nuclear management protagonists, who declare nuclear production as the
only solution against the threats
of climate change.

Is nuclear energy necessary?
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Recently there has
been a noticeable
increase of young girls
involved in Palestinian
resistance violence.

Children of the Intifada
CONFLICT: At the time this film was made there were over four hundred children under the age of sixteen held in Israeli prisons, an
alarming fact – as is the recognition someone is engaging them to become front-line warriors. By Margareta Hruza
Children
Director Ada Ushpiz
Israel

While her friend
talks passionately
about politics, Dima
is fed up with the
patriotic dream.

The
Israeli
documentarist Ada Ushpiz gave us the
thought-provoking Vita Activa – The Spirit of Hannah Arendt in 2016, portraying the
female
philosopher
whose
insight into the nature of evil,
totalitarianism, and other still
topical ideologies. This year,
Ushpiz premieres Children, an
unsettling portrait of Palestinian
children living in the occupied
areas of the West Bank.
Their images have flooded
the media for years, children
throwing rocks at the Israeli
settlers and soldiers; children
being hurt and killed. Recently
there has been a noticeable increase of young girls involved in
Palestinian resistance violence.
Here, Ushpiz gives us a complex
picture of their situation in this
observational documentary.
Dima. Dima was only twelve
when she was detained for assaulting an Israeli soldier with a
knife. The media fury that awaited her when she was released
is disturbing to digest. They
hunted her down like vultures
as she attempts to hide behind
her mother. The journalists eagerly hope for an elaborated
description of torture and mistreatment, but Dima only timidly
answers that she just played and
studied while in jail. Dima is then
rushed off to some political leaders. Clearly uncomfortable and
showing signs of stress, she has
to pose next to them while they
praise her for her heroic act.
We meet her again a year
later, this time outraged and
screaming. She is pleading with
her mother to stop telling the
media that she has become deranged. Dima is a disgrace as she
refuses to participate in the Palestinian fight. However, the pressure from her peers and near surroundings doesn’t really give her
a choice, and she becomes a lonely outsider. At the schoolyard,
she sings patriotic militant songs
with the rest of the girls who view
her as a celebrity. At the summer
camp, she elaborates on how she
was mistreated by the Israeli, but
in privacy she reveals to her best

friend otherwise. This is their
secret that they cannot share
with others. They laugh and hold
hands while dreaming of a future
twenty years from now. While her
friend talks passionately about
politics, Dima is fed up with the
patriotic dream. She just wants
the right to roam freely and enjoy
the countryside, rivers, seacoast,
and mountains of the region she
calls her home.
Ambivalence. Children is an
ambivalent film and can feel
bothersome as it lacks a clear
direction. It is difficult to get
a hold of the author's point of
view, as she is trying to convey
an intricate situation. While
Dima's time in jail seems to
have erased the stereotypes
she might have had of her
earlier enemy, another girl in
the film suffered while under
arrest. Dima's high school is
very militaristic, but we also see
another teacher at a different
school who tries to create a safe
and nonviolent environment for
her elementary pupils. Perhaps
these contradictory situations

illustrate how fractionalised
the Palestinian movement has
become over the years.
In order to better understand
the film, I had to search for information on my own. The list
is long in how both the Israeli
Defense Forces and militant Palestinian groups are violating
the rights of children. The First
Intifada (1987 – 1993) was also
called the «children’s revolt»
since the Palestinian youth played an active and vibrant role in
the protests against the Israeli occupation. Protests, civil
disobedience, and widespread
throwing of stones and Molotov
cocktails at the Israeli Defense
Force became a new normality.
It was at this time that stone
throwing became a felony and
hundreds of Palestinian children
were arrested. During the second and more violent Intifada
(2000 – 2005), originally organized by the PLO, the Palestinian
military fraction, Hamas, actively engaged children in dangerous military actions. Hundreds of
Palestinian youth attend yearly
Hamas summer camps to this
day, where they are trained in

conducting different aspects of
military ambush. At the same
time, a survey shows that a majority of the Palestinian population are disappointed with the
Palestinian National Authority
for not protecting their children
from being misused in military
actions.
Hope. There is, however, hope.
Many teachers are trying to improve the student’s attitudes
towards peaceful coexistence
with the Israelis. We see some
indication of this in the film, but
again, the significance is not
explained. Of all the peace initiatives attempted in the Israeli-Palestine conflict, the most
enduring results have come
out of projects integrating Arab
and Israeli children in the same
educational institutions. When
children greet and sit next to
each other, play and study together, they become close on a
personal level and barriers and
prejudices are overcome. This
might be the best chance for
peace.
hruzam@gmail.com
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The Nagorno-Karabakh cycle
CONFLICT: A chronicle of the disputed history in the decades-old conflict between Armenians and Azerbaijanis By Aliide Naylor
Parts of a Circle: History of the
Karabakh Conflict
Director Conciliation Resources
UK

As fighting flares between Armenia and Azerbaijan in the disputed territory of Nagorno-Karabakh, a recent documentary
explores these tensions from
both sides.
The idea for Parts of a Circle:
History of the Karabakh Conflict first arose in 2011 but took
nine years to complete as the
frozen fighting sporadically
thawed and erupted over this
period. The joint production
between
both
Armenian
and Azerbaijani journalists,
UK-based
peacebuilding
organization,
Conciliation
Resources, and featuring key
political figures from all parties
across the spectrum was a
groundbreaking
achievement
given the divisiveness of the issue – a few of whom faced repercussions for their participation.
«Some of our interviewees were
arrested and imprisoned and
later exiled from Azerbaijan,»
Laurence Broers, the Caucasus
Program Director at Conciliation Resources, tells MTR. «We
couldn’t in good conscience
disseminate this film more widely under conditions where our
local partners weren’t comfortable with that.»
Even the version released in
May, on the 26th anniversary
of the 1994 ceasefire was very
much condensed. Initially three
films, Parts of a Circle is more a
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«summary film», exploring the
descent into conflict in the late
1980s, the war, and the difficult
peace process – alternating
every 15 minutes between
Azerbaijani
and
Armenian
descriptions of events.
«In the film, there’s a very
strong emphasis on eyewitness
testimony, traumas,» says Broers. «They just oppose the different narratives from each side,
and they make the viewer aware
of their own prejudices.»
Renewed tensions. The uncertainty of the COVID-19 pandemic
encouraged Conciliation Resources to ultimately release the film
online. However, the pandemic
may have concurrently contributed to a new flare in tensions
in the region.
«There was a pretty serious
escalation in July before this, 17
people were killed,» says Broers,
outlining the various factors
he believes contributed to the
September-October conflict. «A
sense of necessity – we [Azerbaijan] have to do this now before the facts of the pandemic
start to bite, while the world is
distracted with the pandemic,
Belarus, with US elections – and
I think also to crystalise offers of
Turkish support that were very
forthcoming in the aftermath of
the July escalation.»
Over the weekend, major hubs
were struck across the region,
with wide reports of shelling
and electricity outages in Stepanakert, the main city in the
disputed territory, and Azerbaijan stating that its second-larg-
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est city, Ganja, was shelled by largely unchallenged throughArmenian forces. «Today upon out the 20th century, even
my command the Defense Army though in the 1920s, when
launched rocket attacks to neu- the Soviet Union created the
tralize military objects in Gyanja autonomous republic, it was
[Ganja]. At this moment I have 94% Armenian. The region was
called off the attack to avoid in- generally stable under Soviet
evitable loss among the civilian control until the beginnings
population,» Armenian leader of of its collapse. By 1989, the
Nagorno-Karabakh, Arayik Ha- difference in the ratio was still
rutyunyan, wrote on Facebook. enormous: Approximately 77%
Both sides claim significant civil- of ethnic Armenians and 22%
ethnic Azerbaijanis. However,
ian casualties.
Some 244 deaths have been re- the new spike in conflict isn’t
solely about Nagorno
ported since the
Karabakh but also
new bout of fightthe film also
seven
surrounding
ing began, includhighlights Just how districts
that
are
ing 60 civilians.
desperately out of
overwhelmingly
«All sides should
touch politicians
Azerbaijani
yet
remember that
have been.
controlled
by
attacks targeting
Armenian forces – often
civilians are serious violations of international an emotional topic. «The issue
humanitarian law and constitute of the occupation of the seven
war crimes,» Hugh Williamson, adjacent regions is something
Europe, and Central Asia direc- akin to adding insult to injury,»
tor at Human Rights Watch, said says Baku-based filmmaker
Maria Ibrahimova (who was not
on September 30.
Parts of a Circle begins involved with Parts of a Circle)
exploring a harmless enough «Those regions have nothing to
conflict – between the two then- do with Nagorno-Karabakh, they
Soviet republics’ respective have always been majority Azerfootball
teams
–
which baijani, and their occupation is
intensifies throughout. The just a shameless land-grab.»
Broers is careful to use the
usage of the football team is a
poignant comparison. Friendly term «Azerbaijanis» as opposed
groups playing matches against to «Azeris». «Azerbaijanis are quone another, with the only things ite sensitive to this idea of what
separating teams being their they’re called and calling them
strip, location, or management Azeris kind of has this Turkic inwhile engaging in their shared flection to it, whereas Azerbaijani which incorporates the name
passion for sports.
of the country,» he says.
The Glasnost and Perestroika
Republic of Artsakh. As Soviet republics, the border periods saw both then-Soviet
arrangements
remained republics move from meekly

retaining their respective borders under Stalin’s dictatorship
to realising that their ethnic
differences could be a defining
feature of their national self-determination. Since the 1990s the
conflict has killed some 30,000
people and despite the tentative
1994 ceasefire agreement, has
continued to flare. Today, Nagorno Karabakh, is a de facto independent state, calling itself the
Republic of Artsakh.
Any ethnic differences underpinning the conflict are thankfully not the focus of the film
despite their prevalence in the
minds of violent perpetrators.
It becomes painfully clear that
the brunt of suffering on both sides was borne by civilians, who
share a great deal in common in
terms of their experiences. The
1990s saw widespread aggression towards civilian populations
in intra-state conflicts. «Civilians were considered to be a legitimate target with a very high
degree of ethnic cleansing,» says
Broers.
The livelihoods of some depended on their relationships
with their neighbours who
would hide members of each
community from ethnonationalists – or even their own spouses, while parents and children
were separated, and many sheltered from violence in basements. Once again over this past
weekend, Stepanakert residents
have descended into packed
underground shelters or church
basements to escape the shelling and others have attempted
to leave.

Local and global leaders have an Armenian activist and latrepeatedly attempted to devise er Prime Minister. «Gorbachev
peaceful solutions. But striking decided that the main problem
in both the film and today, is the was poor living standards. He
power of grassroots sentiment thought if life gets better, all
and popular mobilthese
nationisation. «It’s a really
alist questions
interesting example
will fade away.»
the pandemic may
of a bottom-up conHis
approach
have concurrently
flict dynamic,» Broers
was clearly uncontributed to a new
adds.
successful. By
flare in tensions in
Through exploring
the end of the
the region.
this dynamic, the film
film, it emerges
also highlights Just
that as conflict
how desperately out
resolution talks
of touch politicians have been. have been increasing, so have
The Azerbaijani city of Aghdam arms purchases on both sides.
was captured by Armenian forces in 1993, with 80,000 Azerbai- Russia, Syria, Turkey, and Israjani civilians forced from their el. Azerbaijan and Armenia are
homes. Armenian commander now both in the top 10 countries
Vitaly Balasanyan entered the in the world in terms of the Globabandoned local government of- al Militarization Index, with Arfices and recalls an odd experi- menia ranked third and Azerbaience on camera. «There was gas, jan ranked 10th according to the
and light too,» he says. «Sudden- latest figures available (2018).
Azerbaijan has most recently
ly the red phone rang. I lifted the
receiver and answered in Azeri. I been utilising Turkish and Israethink it was Jalilov, Azerbaijan’s li drone technology, «which has
Vice President. I told him, ‘all of managed to cover for infantry
your people have left’. He would as they advance,» says Broers.
Another major difference in this
not believe me.»
Similarly, Soviet leader Mikhail new iteration of the old conflict,
Gorbachev had no communica- is an alleged influx of foreign
tions with people experiencing fighters (around 1,000 Syrians
the on-the-ground situation even according to some reports), as
earlier. The Sumgait pogrom (in well as Turkey’s open support
1988, when ethnic Azerbaijanis for Azerbaijan.
Both states, too, have apparattacked the Armenian population in the Azerbaijan SSR) woke ently been using Russian-made
the Moscow authorities up to the weaponry over the years. The
Karabakh problem, «but their Stockholm International Peace
initial reaction was that money Research Institute (SIPRI) rewas the solution. It was decided leased a report in March 2015
to put the region under direct stating that Azerbaijan inrule,» recalls Vazgen Manukyan, creased its arms imports by 249

percent between 2005–2009 and
2010–14. SIPRI has further noted that Russia accounted for 85
percent of Azerbaijan’s arms imports. Russia has been supplying Armenia with weaponry at a
discount over the years, via the
Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO).
«What we are witnessing right
now is a testament to the improbability and the tenuousness of
what the generations before us
constructed in the Caucasus»
Socials. And the role that social media now plays in conflict
is also striking. «There’s been

so much vitriol and hatred and
dehumanisation on social media
and so on,» says Broers. «It may
be that there’s a demand for a
different paradigm – one that focuses on human stories and relations.» Even diaspora communities have been fighting in the
streets, vandalising property,
beating each other up, «and just
kind of implicating anyone who
identifies as Armenian or Azerbaijani in the conflict narrative.»
But some younger members of
the diaspora themselves recognise the precarity of the situation on the ground. «What we are

witnessing right now is a testament to the improbability and
the tenuousness of what the generations before us constructed
in the Caucasus,» says Samuel
Chakmakjian, who now lives in
France.
«This is about power-hungry
dictators weaponizing dangerous ideologies to manipulate innocent people into dehumanizing,
hating, and ultimately slaughtering another group.»

aliide.naylor@gmail.com
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«We look for films that enable people
to navigate the world we live in»
INTERVIEW: Modern Times Review speaks with The Why Foundation CEO/Executive Producer
Mette Hoffmann Meyer. By Bianca-Olivia Nita

How do you pick the topics for each of
your programmes?
It depends. For our Why Stories program, which is ongoing, and in its 5th
season, we buy 20 completed films per
year and then donate them to underserved countries. We generally focus on
human rights and human-interest films.
And we look for films that enable people
to navigate the world we live in. Human
rights including for example inequality,
women’s and girls’ rights, the rule of
law, slavery. We also look for geographical diversity and for films primarily
made by local filmmakers.
The topics for our thematic programs
are more defined and focused, and they
come up in different ways. While we were
launching Why Poverty at the UN, for
example, we got a ticket for President
Obama’s speech. And in the 40 minutes
he spoke, he only talked about modern
slavery. That made me think that this
issue must be much bigger in scope than
we were aware of. We did research and
realized that the number mentioned – 40
million people – is probably just the tip
of the iceberg. Slavery is the ultimate
human rights violation and we thought
it would be an important topic to shed
light on and this is how Why Slavery
came to be.

Why? Food waste, reproductive rights, and claiming the u
THE WHY: Three shorts made over the years that are just as relevant today. By Bianca-Olivia Nita
The Why Foundation commissions, produces, and distributes documentary
films – both features and shorts – with
the goal of creating awareness and helping people understand and navigate
our complex world. By donating these
films, The Why aims to reach beyond the
western world, to people in developing
countries and where access to information is scarce. As part of their efforts, they
also distribute their films to schools all
over the world for educational purposes. The films in their programmes aim
to have people reflect on big questions
about impactful topics that affect our
world today. All starting with a simple
question: why?
Looking back at their programmes
– with the first one going back to 2007
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when they first completed and launched
Why Democracy? – surprisingly many of
their films stay as relevant as they were
back then.

1
Waste, Valentin Thurn’s 2012 short part
of the Why Poverty? programme is a mini
version of his feature film Taste of Waste.
Available to watch on The Why’s website,
this short film is a collection of facts and
reflections from people who work in the
food industry throughout the European
Union, whether in production, distribu-
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tion, or management of all the food that
remains. The film begins with one the
fact that one-third of all food produced
in the world lands in the trash. The price
of overly abundant supermarkets is that
a lot of food ends up being thrown away.
The cost of that is included in the price
we pay for the foods we do consume, but
if economically feasible, is it also morally
right? In its few minutes, the short distills
all the factors determining this waste,
from boosted offers in the shops to the
strict criteria of quality in the EU, and
to the way we classify food as no longer
edible, to point to how a whole unquestioned process of supply and demand
means food that could feed the hungry –
three times round – goes in our garbage
instead.

2
Robin Glass’ 2016 powerful short Every
Year, Every Hour, Every Minute part of the
Why Women? programme, looks at the
painfully large numbers of unplanned
pregnancies in the developing world
(74 million at that time) and the
tragic outcomes of this – all in precise
numbers, divided per year, day, hour
and minute. The film doesn’t look at
the effects of the resulting unplanned
births – overpopulation, poverty – but
at the number of all the women who are
forced by choice, law, or circumstances

What happens to a program like Why
Democracy or Why Poverty, which
were created many years ago? Do you
still promote and distribute the films in
these programs?
We started The Why with the intention
to give documentaries very long lives
because we thought that so many wonderful films were not seen that much.
And we wanted them to be seen not only
in the Western world but all over the
world. Of course, some films are dated,
but many of the films in our older programs are still super relevant and are
still creating debate. Please Vote for Me, a
film about elections in a Chinese school
class is still shown on TV and in many
schools around the world because it
illustrates the microcosmos of an election with spin, bribery, and backstabbing.
Another example is Stealing Africa, which
is not only a film about Nigeria but about
tax evasion in general, showing how the
system works and how it enforces inequality and makes a few people rich. We
always look for human stories but with a
contextual layer, and therefore the films
remain relevant for many years.
How do you choose the specific topics
and the filmmakers of the films you
produce?
After we decide on a topic, we do calls

for films in filmmaking circles, at festivals, and on our website. We also talk to
our partners and to filmmakers telling
them we have this upcoming theme.
We then organize pitching sessions and
decide how the films could give a global
insight into the topic we have chosen.
We started The Why with the intention
to give documentaries very long lives
because we thought that so many wonderful films were not seen that much.
Can you tell me a bit about the impact
of The Why?
When working with media, it is often
difficult to pinpoint what the exact
impact is. But when 100 million people
have seen one film, lots of impact and
reactions are accumulated. The immediate impact is awareness. People watch
them and they learn about something
that happens in the world. What does
it mean when a film on girl trafficking
is watched by 9000 children in Kenya?
We don’t know but reporting shows important reactions: seeing is believing. In
Kenya, we do see a lot of debate online
afterward, and thousands of shares and
comments.
We sent Stealing Africa to the White
House and had screenings in the EU
institutions and the UN, and it was a
facilitator of change, pointing to the

for protection and in the medical industry. We focus on the industry and its expectation to increase plastic production
by 40%, The recycling industry – its state
of the art and what the future looks like
– and last, we look into the ways plastic
impacts our health and our body.

I like to see the debates following
screenings, and how people
engage with the topics.

importance of having country by country
tax reporting, which was back then not
required. As a result of showing this film,
now all companies working in Africa
can no longer just declare the tax they
pay in the region of all African or Asian
countries as a total, they have to declare
how much tax they pay in each country.
What can you tell us about the upcoming Why Plastic? campaign program?
The campaign program will come out
in October 2021. We had to postpone it a
bit, but the good thing out of that is that
we can now include the whole Covid-19
period – with the extensive use of plastic

What makes you most proud about
your work?
Many people would think that launching our films at the UN must be the most
fantastic moment – and it is fantastic.
But I am most proud when we get reports from screenings in southern Egypt,
or in schools in Mongolia, or indeed
from small towns in Denmark. I like to
see the debates following screenings,
and how people engage with the topics.
Teachers writing to us about the films increasing interest in the world or beyond
our own. Showing the films at the UN is
a major, but when I can see how stories
change people’s understanding – a new
humanity awareness – that is rewarding
and meaningful.
See thewy.dk, below
and next page.

olivianita@outlook.com

ultimate truth
to get an abortion. This summer, four
years later, The World Health Organization highlighted a recently published
research that shows despite the number of worldwide unplanned pregnancies is in decline, women in the poorest
countries remain at great risk and suffer
from a lack of access to safe and legal
abortion care services. In a firm voiceover coupled with images of a woman
pinning pregnancy ecographies to a
wall and hurting herself in the process,
the film turns numbers into an important emotional statement and a plea for
solving a problem that remains relevant
and urgent to this day.

3
Going back to The Why’s first program
in 2007, Three Blind Man, Kanu Behl’s
short is part of the Why Democracy?
series and is inspired by an ancient Indian parable, that appears also in one
Buddhist text. The parable tells of three
blind men who have never come across
an elephant before, and who learn to
conceptualize what an elephant is by
touching different parts of it. Each blind
man touches a different part of the
elephant and then describe the whole
animal based on that experience. In the

same way, in the film – three blind men
touch an elephant on the busy Parliament Street, a street reserved for protests in Delhi. While people shout and
scream making their political demands
that day, the three men slowly touch
the animal and describe what they sense. One believes it is a buffalo, the other
one a camel, and the last wonders if it
is a wall. The director adds the perspective of the mahout, who tells the viewers what the elephant means to him.
The parallel with the parable makes a
powerful metaphor for the cacophony
of self-righteous – in this case political
– opinions in the world when different
sides believe to hold the ultimate truth.
The moral of the ancient parable is that
humans claim absolute truth based on

their own limited and subjective experiences while ignoring others’ experiences which are also limited but can be
equality true. Thirteen years after the
making of this short, the symbolic meaning behind it stays as true as ever, just
as the ancient parable does, inviting to
reflection on what do we know and understand and what does that mean in
relation to other people’s opinions and
truths.



You will find the films at thewhy.dk
olivianita@outlook.com
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When maids are slaves
SLAVERY: The desperate struggle for justice in a country with
no labour laws protecting foreign domestic workers.
By Bianca-Olivia Nita

The Secret Slaves of the Middle East
Director Puk Damsgaard, Søren Klovborg
Denmark

Intrigued that while living in Beirut she
never actually saw those working for her
neighbour, filmmaker Puk Damsgaard decided to investigate the lives of maids in
the Middle East. But what she found was
way beyond her imagination and most likely will be way beyond yours as well.
Modern slavery. When talking about modern slavery, most often we think of sweatshops, factories, and people working
in the mines. But one lesser-known, but
painfully common, form happens inside
regular homes, a kind of abuse inflicted
by people that come across as regular,
people with families and jobs.
Slavery in the form of domestic work happens everywhere in the world but seems
most prevalent in the Middle East. The
Secret Slaves of the Middle East - part of
The Why Foundation’s «Why Women
programme» – digs into the hurt caused
by this phenomenon, its internalities,
and the systemic issues that preserve
and facilitate it. It reveals its perverse
nature, something so cruel happening in
what should be a family home. The film
is available for free on YouTube and has
been seen over 3.4 million times. And you
should watch it too.
The Philippines to Lebanon. The film focuses on Lebanon and to a good degree
focuses on maids coming from the Philippines, and more specifically on Mary Jo,
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a young woman who was promised work
in a hotel but ended up abused in a home.
Labour laws protecting foreign domestic
workers in Lebanon are inexistent. The
system is such that, at the time of the
film, she was stuck in a women’s shelter
unable to go home. The special Arab Kefala-system in place makes it impossible
to leave the country or change employer.
The one who has to facilitate her return
is the employer she had, the abuser she
escaped. And months passing, this unseen abuser has no interest to help her go
home.
Looking at the bigger picture, most
maids like Mary Joy come from Asia and
Africa. While their circumstances and the
specifics of the abuse may differ, the core
of each story is essentially the same. These are women coming from impoverished
areas, taking a leap of faith getting a job
abroad in hope of bettering their lives.
The demand for maids is very high and
the lack of proper laws or implications
from the government makes illegal recruiting agencies rampant and any means of
protecting these women virtually inexistent. Anything can happen. And it does.
To hire a Philippine maid in Lebanon
will set you back 5000 dollars a year. If
that’s not in your budget, an Ethiopian
one will cost 1800. For this money, a woman will leave her family and, most often,
children behind to travel thousands of
kilometres to be in your home, clean for
you, cook, do every household chore you
ask her to do with absolutely no day off.
You read that well.
Employer/owner. Mary Joy is only one
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In all cases but one, these employers
illustration of what life is like, or often
ends up like, for such a maid. The em- remain anonymous and unknown. But
ployer can then feel entitled to turn surprisingly, the film gets access to a fainto an owner, working these women to mily that not only has maids but runs a
exhaustion, restricting their food, their recruiting agency, one they say respect
right to go out, and often not paying them the maids and respects the – weak – law.
at all. Accounts of beatings, rapes, and They also say they treat their maids like
family, but no comment
unspeakable physical abuse
or special effort is needed
surface from the few that mato see that certainly isn’t
nage to escape at great risk.
The film pushes
so. This statement set
Some die trying to run, some
the limits of
against the interaction
die because after what they
one’s ability to
with their maids on cameendured they cannot bear to
comprehend to the
ra – which probably they
live.
point of confusion
believe is kind – point to
Back in the Philippines,
and rage.
the banality and common
two-week courses train wolack of questioning of
men like Mary Joy to become
the disbalance of power
servient, operate household
appliances, and become skilled at all pos- in this kind of employer-maid relation.
sible chores. During these courses they The scenes in which the maids are asare also advised to cover up, no short ked in front of these employers to tell
pants, no lipstick, if possible no identity if they are happy with their circumstanat all – not to make the ‘madam’ jealous ces will make you cringe because their
or the ‘sir’ feel ‘invited’. But that, and best performance makes it clear that
even in what seems the best scenario is
many other things, happen anyway.
Linked to Mary Joy’s story, the film col- not good at all.
The film will leave you asking yourself
lects a multitude of other accounts. Hearing these stories, the word ‘abuse’ is too ‘why’ without an answer. And we should
mild to convey the degree of hurt, humili- all ask ‘why’ and we should care becauation, and desperation involved. Perhaps se such issues need the public eye and
most painful to watch is the raw amateur shaming to put pressure on governments
footage, often shot in secret, of maids to take action. And nothing else but probeing beaten, crying for help after being perly defined and implemented laws can
raped, or trying to escape at all costs, make things right and protect these vuljumping from balconies or trying to take nerable women, scattered throughout
refuge in their country’s consulate, only Middle Eastern homes.
to be dragged away by their employers.

See also previous 2 pages.
The film pushes the limits of one’s ability
to comprehend to the point of confusion
olivianita@outlook.com
and rage.

Armour-plated schools
GUNS: Fear of school shootings in the US has created an entire industry
dedicated to turning educational institutions penal. By Nick Holdsworth

Director Todd Chandler
USA

are forced to
live in because
of the way the 2nd Amendment
has been interpreted.
At times the director’s approach is apparently as random
as a school shooting
Of greater relevance to the
subject are the array of novel devices school security firms are
hawking: armour-plated school
whiteboards or desks, anyone?
Grainy video footage dating
to 1993 of metal detector gates
being installed in a Chicago
school seems to suggest that the
current crisis began to spike 30
years ago, but with no narrator
to guide the viewer that is sheer
guesswork.
It does not really matter as the
story is clear enough, showing
the extent to which American
schools have become armed
daily detention camps, although
alternative approaches (such as
the breathing and mindfulness
classes shown in the second
half) are clearly a minor part of
the attempt to prevent tensions
reaching boiling point such that
students (and it is usually the
case in school shootings) go
home to pick up a few #weapons and a bag of ammo before
returning to campus to wreak
havoc.
Foxes in the hen house. Chandler seems undecided about
whether to adopt a less nuanced
and more signaled approach to
his subject: the school security
chief is firmly established early
on as a hawk, noting: «As a security professional I understand
the need for having superior
firepower.» But later on, after the
images of mindfulness classes,
he reflects that given the choice
between spending his $6.5 mil-

lion budget on guns and security
cameras (hundreds of the latter), he claims he would rather
have spent money on emotional
support for students. Indeed,
it is he who earlier states with
regret that the deadly threat
of school shootings virtually
always comes from «the foxes
already in the hen house» - students themselves.
The teachers taking weapons
training – with a pinch of medical training thrown in – from
instructors who quote from the
#Bible as they encourage their
sharpshooters, remind us of the
degree to which many Americans see the answer to gun violence as more guns. Chandler
hardly needs to remind well-informed viewers that school
shootings always precede a
spike in gun sales.
the deadly threat of school
shootings
virtually
always
comes from «the foxes already in
the hen house» – students themselves.
At a time when mostly white,
right-wing thugs carrying military-grade weapons are so frequently seen taking part unmolested by
the forces of law and order in counter-demonstrations as American streets a roiled by anger over
police violence against blacks, the
depth to which America’s gun culture has dragged the country is a
hot topic.
Chandler’s film is a valuable
contribution to the debate on
how to keep American students
safe, although Bulletproof might
just have benefited from one
more critical look in the editing
suite to sharpen its message
before release.

TODD CHANDLER

Bulletproof

Todd
Chandler’s
sobering
film, Bulletproof – partially
developed at the Sundance
Institute Documentary Program
– reveals the extent to which
American schools have become
simulacrums of prisons over the
past 30 years.
As the deadly drumbeat of
school shootings continues – with
more incidents in the two decades
of the 21st century than the entire
20th – Chandler concentrates on
the attempts to prevent shootings, rather than the depressing
litany of deaths that rolling 24/7
news relentlessly pumps out.
No stats. There are no statistics in Bulletproof – and with
the exception of a couple of
interviews (one of which, with
the ex-military security chief
of a large Texas high school
that boasts a $6.5 million state
of the art security system,
forms a loose thread through
the narrative) – Chandler lets
the images and snippets of
conversation tell the story.
At times the director’s approach is apparently as random
as a school shooting: he moves
seamlessly from the Texas
school security boss showing
off one of the $40,000 worth of
22 AR-15 automatic rifles he purchased for his 19 uniformed staff,
to a school security convention
in Las Vegas; from there he interviews a young woman who was
prompted to design and make
bulletproof hoodies with Kevlar
inserts after a neighbour was
shot dead in a mugging.
It is not clear quite what connection the armour-plated hoodies (that retail at $500 each)
have to school security, but the
digression gives some idea of
the sort of society Americans

holdsworth.nick@gmail.com
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Boycott or disrupt?
ACTIVISM: Following Icelandic performance art group Hatari who made headlines
at the 2019 Eurovision Song Contest in support of Palestinian rights.
BY Carmen Gray
A Song Called Hate
Director Anna Hildur
Iceland

To boycott outright, or participate and endeavour to shake
up the system and spark debate
from within? When it comes to
cultural events held in problematic political contexts, it’s an
argument that has divided artists over and over — especially when it comes to Israel. The
Palestine-led Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions movement,
which has called on international artists not to play in Israel,
arguing that culture is used as
a soft-power tool by the Israeli
state to whitewash its occupation of Palestinian lands and
uphold apartheid, has strongly influenced global opinion.
So when Hatari, a self-declared
anti-capitalist, BDSM-inspired
Icelandic band that has been
outspoken in their support of
Palestine decided to perform
in Tel Aviv at 2019’s Eurovision
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Song Contest final, they drew
anger and skeptical suspicion
from both sides of the political
divide, along with a fair share
of support. Filmmaker Anna
Hildur joins the band and their
team as they touch down in the
Middle East and try to navigate
a way to artistic spectacle as
meaningful solidarity and resistance in her documentary A
Song Called Hate.
Different & marginalised. «Everything is politics,» says Mira
Awad, who in 2009 became the
first Palestinian (and «probably
the last,» she adds regretfully)
to represent Israel in Eurovision. This is a perspective on artistic practice, contradicting the
event’s official stance that political statements have no place
in the competition, that Hatari
can readily agree with. Formed
in Reykjavík in 2015, Hatari consists of cousins Klemens Hannigan and Matthías Haraldsson,
along with Einar Stefánsson.
From the beginning, the band
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cultivated a practice that merged performance art with music, as they tried to channel the
outrage of, and affirming space
for, those in society who are different and marginalised, even
before their concerns turned to
state oppression.
«Debauchery unconstrained;
hangover uncontained,» the
bondage gear-clad band sing on
one of their tracks, their image
a far cry from the kitschy, safe
and upbeat acts courting the
widest possible appeal they can
that are typical of Eurovision
line-ups. But it was exactly the
chance to reach a mainstream
global audience nearing two
hundred million and challenge
the format’s bubble (and with
it, viewers’ thinking) that Hatari
was excited by. «We’ve worked a
lot with being an anti-capitalistic
band that participates in a very
capitalistic environment, so we
thought Eurovision was a very
interesting path,» they said of
the fruitful ambiguities and tension.

The first nation. Iceland
was the first
Western European nation to recognise Palestine’s independence, and the
small country’s strong support
meant some at home agreed
with BDS co-founder Omar
Barghouti’s take that to participate in a Eurovision edition
held in Israel is to «dance on
Palestinians’ graves». But Hatari’s members held to the notion,
in the face of controversy that
they could have an agenda-setting influence and spark critical
discussion by highlighting the
context in which the entertainment extravaganza plays out.
It was an approach underpinned by a belief in the power of
a principled practice of serious intention in breaking down
walls of difference «before hate
prevails.» One of their ultimate
hurdles, it turned out, were the
measures against such provocative disruption enacted by
Eurovision’s organisers, as the
«live» performances are actually run on a buffer delay so that
any divergence from approved
plans can be censored. Despite
this, Hatari managed to hold up
Palestinian flags (banned from
display) on the air in the green
room after their performance
— a brief gesture, but one that
resonated strongly with many
Palestinians rendered briefly visible by it.
Perhaps more important than
the Eurovision spectacle itself,
the film shows the cross-cultural, human understanding that
is fostered by visiting a place on
the ground and getting to know
locals face to face — a kind of
knowledge that can never, ever
be replicated from afar. As Itay
Zalait, an Israeli contemporary
artist says to the band: «It’s not
really the story you sell to yourselves; it looks a lot different» —
the inevitable gulf between imagined and experienced reality.
Hatari’s members admit their
overwhelm at encountering the

«Everything is politics»

sheer complexity of life in the
region, as «tons of regular people» go about their lives amid all
the polarised rhetoric, and aside
from flattened internet discourse.
They seek out the views of
numerous other artists there
(including government-critical
Israeli filmmaker Nadav Lapid)
and are taken on a trip to Hebron by Palestinian musician
Bashar Murad, to the realities
of prison-like living conditions
in the West Bank. This connection between Hatari and Bashar resulted in creative collaboration, on a single released
later that year in Icelandic and
Arabic, with a music video shot
in the desert by Jericho. While
some critics of Hatari retained
their stance that the band’s
visit was all talk and still engaged in participatory complicity
with the harmful aspects of Eurovision, the film is evidence
that change springs not from a
shut-down of contact, but from
the malleable zone of engagement and an open curiosity
that inclusively seeks ever-wider views.

carmengray@gmail.com

All bodies are good bodies!
IDENTITY: A Scandinavian doc making a bid to renegotiate fatness. By Sevara Pan
Fat Front
Director Louise Unmack Kjeldsen,
Louise Detlefsen
Denmark, Sweden, Norway

In a parade of undesirable questions, «Do you think I’m fat?»
is often at the forefront. Some
may sink silence in response,
others may attempt to negate a
claim presupposed in the question itself or even throw in a witty
remark.
The documentary Fat Front
(2019) directed by Louise Unmack Kjeldsen and Louise Detlefsen entertains the question and
an array of possible responses:
«Curvy? That’s fine for a snowman.» Hefty? «That gives me an
image of myself as a boulder.»
The women. The film recounts
stories of four Scandinavian
women – Helene hails from Denmark, Marte and Wilde from
Norway, and Pauline from Sweden. Their fatness is what they
have in common, along with a
string of societal expectations
they grapple with on a daily basis. The camera invites us into
the women’s lives. It doesn’t linger on but stays long enough to
fathom the complexity of their
relationship with food and their
bodies. Theirs are not shiny success stories of a triumph over
societal opinions or of an ultimate acceptance of oneself no
matter the size. Theirs are the
stories of daily struggles on the
path of (self)-acceptance, and
that path is rugged.

Each of the women’s stories
for those who
is entwined with one another,
are not too fapunctuated with videos of womiliar with the
men dancing – some unclad,
movement.
stripped of coverings and sha- The four women stand firm on
me – celebrating their «big be- the use of the word «fat.» Any
autiful bodies.» Encouraging sta- alternatives, uttered by people
tements or comments, made on for the sake of gentleness or PC,
Instagram by proud members of might as well defeat the purpothe body positivity movement, se of the movement that fights
appear on screen intermittently, for the representation of diveraccompanied by upbeat music.
se body types and sees nothing
Throughout the film, the wo- wrong with being fat. Interviemen’s bodies are shown in full wed by a South Sweden Daily
grandiose – fat
journalist at a «fat
rolls, sagging belflea market», PauliTheirs are not shiny
lies, and puffy
ne and the market’s
success stories of
knees. The caco-organiser Mathila triumph over
mera is probing
da express the need
societal opinions
yet never judgeto reclaim the word
or of an ultimate
mental, evoking
«fat» that is «so full of
acceptance of
the fleshy beauty
shame.» «Fat» is «just
oneself no matter
of Peter Paul Ruan adjective» akin to
the size.
bens’ fat nudes.
«tall», she says, and
For Marte, her
it is not antithetical
reflection in the
to «pretty.»
mirror invokes feIt would be false
elings of unfairness of living in a to say that Fat Front is repretime dominated by a dramatical- sentative of the fat acceptance
ly different beauty ideal. «I some- movement, or that it speaks for
times feel like a work of art,» she it. Perhaps, if the documentary
confides. «A beautiful painting pursued that goal, it could have
gathering dust in a basement, benefitted from seeking more diand which no one looks at. It’s versity in the choice of its prokinda...wasted.»
tagonists, giving a platform for
those who are less privileged,
Reclamation. The film makes a who are not white or have other
bid to stir a conversation aro- gender variations.
und fatness, which is admittedly
The idea that fatness is a mere
intriguing, if not commendable. variation of the human body lies
It ventures to do so by attemp- at the core of fat activism, and as
ting to renegotiate the vocabu- Marte notes in the film one not
lary around the issue, first and «to require an explanation, a juforemost. In that itself, the docu- stification or an excuse» for their
mentary could be an eye-opener fatness. However, I am afraid

that the directors’ decision to
interweave the women’s experience of being fat with their
stories of trauma might be misleading at best. And while I fully
stand by the belief that trauma
needs to be spoken about and
understood, I fear that such a
portrayal might suggest a link
between the two or some sort of
causation, which I reckon is not
the message that the fat acceptance movement wants to send
out to the world.
While the documentary may
not speak for the fat acceptance movement, what it does well
is to bring to the fore stories of
the four fat women and their individual journeys on the path of
learning to love themselves. It gives the stage to the four women
to speak about their experiences as they «insist on existing» in
this world, longing for a life that
is divorced from judgment.
Never finished. In the end, big
or small, fat or thin – whatever
shape or form one is, it is about
their long-term relationship with

their bodies, which so many
continually disrespect. The film
draws to a close, leaving you
mulling over your own relationship with your body. We are
never a «finished product,» as
Helene rightfully puts it, and there is never going to be a point
where you go, «There! Now I am
the person I am supposed to be.»
So you might as well see the
relationship with your body as
both a romance and a partnership. At last, Wilde shares her
excitement for all the future has
in store for her, hoping that she
will take her body out on adventures: «You and I will visit every
continent. Experience waterfalls
and love. We’ll have sex like never before – and get massages
from the funniest people. We will
walk in pride parades together –
and we will celebrate ourselves
and help each other through
griefs. It will be my best friend,
lover, partner. It’s me and the
body together going forward in
life.»
sevarapan@googlemail.com
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A modern morality tale
TERRORISM: After a chance encounter with Carlos the Jackal, artist and filmmaker Ulrike Schaz
remains on secret service records years later. By Nick Holdsworth

Paris – No Day Without You
Director Ulrike Schaz
Germany

It’s the summer of 1975 and Ulrike Schaz is in love in the most
romantic city in Europe. She’s
just returned to Paris from a
weekend at a rambling old farmhouse in Normandy with her
handsome French boyfriend
Jean Marie Leleu. They spend
the day roaming around and
driving out to Versailles before
dropping to a farewell party for
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a Venezuelan student friend of
Jean Marie’s.
In any other universe, this
could be the beginning of a romantic novel, full of delightful
twists and turns, passionate
lovemaking, and jealousies provoked. In Ulrike’s universe, it
was the day that turned the
earth on its axis, when fate dealt
her a hand that had labeled her
a terrorist in many countries
ever since.
Nearly half a century later,
in Paris – No day without you,
Ulrike tells her story – with the
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help of old
friends – in a
compellingly personal
manner, where she weaves the
back story of her family and
upbringing into the events that
changed – and charted – the
course of her life.
Revolutionary Causes. Jean Marie, the privileged son of a good
family, had met Ulrike on the
shores of Lake Constance near
her hometown of Tuttlingen
when she was 17. After losing

contact for a few years, Jean Venezuelan crowd and a guy for
Marie wrote to her and – their whom he had once fixed a spyromance rekindled – she moved hole in the door of his flat, lest a
to Paris and the young couple girlfriend turns up when he was
threw themselves into the bohe- with another girl, or so Sánchez
mian left-wing intellectual scene. had told him.
Jean Marie had a lot of friends,
most of them, like him, dedicat- Farewells. When one of the Veed to revolutionary causes.
nezuelan girls was returning
In today’s world of frequent home, she threw a farewell parterrorist
incidents
ty and Jean Marie sugoften perpetrated by
gested to Ulrike they
Jean Marie
extreme
Islamists,
drop in for a drink or
had a lot of
it is easy to forget
two to wish her well.
friends, most
that in the Europe
Neither had any reason
of them,
of the 1970s terrorto suspect something
like him,
ism was also a conwas amiss, but when
dedicated to
stant threat – with
they turned up at the
revolutionary
various revolutionentrance door to the
causes.
ary groups such as
apartment block, they
the Baader-Meinhof
found the lobby filled
Gang and RAF (the Red Army with uniformed police. A less
Faction) – carrying out assassi- naïve couple would have looked
nations of senior political figures confused, enquired whether this
and others seen as members of was No.35 or No.37, and prompta hated capitalist establishment. ly left. Instead, when asked, Jean
The inchoate mass murder of so Marie told the truth – they were
many of today’s terrorist inci- on their way up to the flat above
dents – or grisly aspects such as for a party. They were promptly
the recent beheading of a French arrested.
schoolteacher – may have been
Only later – much later, after
lacking, but the headlines were the days and nights held withno less sensationalist than to- out charge, strip-searched, and
day and fear stalked the streets abused in the basement of the
of every major European city.
Interior Ministry HQ that had
Jean Marie liked to talk revolu- served 30 years before as the Getion but was never a party to any stapo HQ in Nazi-Occupied Paris
terrorist-related activity. Unbe- – did they learn that two hours
known to him, however, one of before they showed up, Sanchez
the Venezuelan students he used had shot dead two undercover
to hang out with, Ilich Ramírez cops and a police informer beSánchez – better known to the fore fleeing the apartment. The
press as Carlos the Jackal – was Venezuelan girl had also disapa wanted terrorist. To Jean Ma- peared – to this day Jean Marie
rie, Sánchez was just one of the is unsure if she had been tipped

off or not.
Ulrike had no idea what had
happened. Although Jean Marie
had been under covert surveillance for two years, he also was
entirely ignorant of the nature
of the circles he mixed in, and
could not have possibly known
the danger he was exposing Ulrike to.
Forgotten by most. Ulrike, now
an artist and filmmaker undimmed by the years and the stress
that followed her arrest, tells her
story without a trace of self-pity.
The humiliations – being stripped naked within hours of her
arrest, observed – and harassed
– when she goes to the toilet by
her French police guard; the rubbish the press printed about her
and her legal battles to secure
retractions and the destruction
of official records labeling her a
terrorist, all this is told with an
eye for detail and artistic props.
A shadow theatre effectively
sketches the background and
allows the more disturbing elements of this story that wove a
web of intrigue and lies around
an innocent young woman, to be
told without rancour.
It is a modern morality tale –
one that exposes the ease with
which guilt by association may
be
established
and
It is a modern
the difficulmorality tale
ty one has
– one that
in
clearing
exposes the
their name.
ease with
As recently
which guilt
as 1994, Ulby association
rike was armay be
rested at the
established
border on a
and the
visit to New
difficulty one
York, striphas in clearing
searched
their name.
and shackled
before being
deported the next day. Only
then did she realize that the
fact she had successfully had
the FBI remove her designation
as a terrorist from its files in the
late 1980s, meant nothing when
dozens of databases of other law
enforcement agencies, including
the immigration department,
still had that reference.
There is humour and nostalgia
for young love here too: as Ulrike
and Jean Marie shuffle through
yellowing old letters from the
1970s full of the first flush of love
and passion, he remarks at one
point: «Who knows how things
may have turned out differently?
Perhaps I would have fathered
my first child with you?»
Paris: no day without you is an
intimate portrait of an episode
long forgotten by most, but for
those caught up in its web, it
forever remains part of their
lives.
Carlos the Jackal was eventually captured in 1994 while undergoing an operation in Sudan,
where he had been given protection by Sudanese authorities
who later did a deal with France
and the US to give him up. Flown
to Paris and put on trial, the Venezuelan was convicted of 16
murders and is currently aged
71, still serving the life sentence
without the prospect of parole.
holdsworth.nick@gmail.com

Escape from Danish colonialism
COLONIALISM: Greenlanders upend past patterns while exploring culture and identity.
By Hans Henrik Fafner

The Fight for Greenland
Director Kenneth Sorento
Denmark

Greenland used to have a very
bad reputation as a huge chunk
of inhospitable land in the far
north populated by suicidal alcoholics. To a certain extent
that image still lingers, but a young generation of Greenlanders
are full speed ahead in changing
that. They look ahead. Into a
future of many unknowns, and
they do not fully agree on how
to embrace it.
This is the formal outline of
a heartwarming and intelligent
documentary about present-day
Greenland. It is the world’s largest island, four-times larger
than Spain, but with a population of only 54,000 with at least
one thing in common – a deep
love for their country. In these years, they try to relate to a
common goal, independence
from Denmark.

on, the hardcore independence
movement is dominated by unrealistic populists.
Tillie is aware of the many
trappings for a young nation in
the post-colonial era. She reminds us that the Danes tried to
make the Greenlanders Danish,
which obviously led to disaster.
Alcohol and drug abuse became
abundant, and while that is under control, at least in the young
generations, the suicide rate is
still alarmingly high. This is too
Chinese interests. The story is much to tackle alone for such a
told through four young Gre- small population, she argues.
enlanders from very different
On top of this come the Chiwalks of life. One remarkable nese. There is only one internavoice is Tillie, an upcoming po- tional airport in all of Greenland,
litician that gets elected to the and China is willing to invest in
local parliament in the capital, the need for two more, plus a
Nuuk. She is among
plethora of infrastruthe 20 percent of
cture projects. Beijing
the population who
is offering 3.5 billion
The Chinese
are mainly Danish
dkr as investment cainvest heavily in
speakers, which is
pital, equivalent to
a small nation
part of the tragedy.
half of the annual GDP
and suddenly
She was removed
of Greenland. This is
they own the
from home at the
a known pattern. The
country
age of eleven and
Chinese invest heavily
grew up in an orpin a small nation and
hanage in Denmark,
suddenly they own the
and therefore she
country; their main inspeaks her own language poor- terest is access to the Arctic, not
ly. In spite of all, she believes the Greenlanders.
in a gradual movement towards
The Danish prime minister
full independence. In her opini- arrives promptly, and on the

only way for
Greenlanders
is to take full
responsibility, and you only gain respect
by being independent and proud
of your own identity. Both have
facial tattoos and old Inuit tradition.
Kaaleeraq is another of the
strong independence voices. He
does not get elected to parliament, so in order to find a way
to have his say he decides to
become a journalist. He covers
the Chinese bid, the promise of
spot, he promises to build the the Danish prime minister, he
two additional airports. Angry is appalled, and still, he has his
pro-independence activists are personal dilemmas. Kaaleeraq
demonstrating, and Tillie is un- has a serious eye ailment and
is forced to travel
happy as well. Why
to Copenhagen for
airports, she asks,
treatment. At one of
when the real need
For Greenlanders
these brief visits, the
is better schools?
is to take full
doctor asks him if he
Airports are not
responsibility,
is considering the
the way out of coand you only gain
move to Denmark,
lonialism.
respect by being
where
treatment
independent and
opportunities
are
Inuit Tattoos. On
proud of your own
much better. He hethe opposite side,
identity.
sitates, which is only
we meet Paninnnatural but ends up
guaq and Tarraq,
saying that leaving
a lovable young
Greenland is out of
couple with two
small children. Tarraq is a rap- the question.
You get a deep understanding
per – and a rather talented one,
in this writer’s opinion – and he of these feelings and considerainsists to create all his art in Gre- tions by watching this film. Sweenlandic. Paninnguaq attends eping drone shots might seem
drama classes but quits because a bit farfetched for this format,
she can’t see herself to perform but still, it makes deep sense. In
a cover version of Taylor Swift in the end, we see Kaaleeraq stanEnglish. All lyrics should be in ding on a rocky beach, and he remarks that in the modern world
Greenlandic.
Their background is similar to there are very few places where
a lot of their countrymen. When you can hear such an astounTarraq was six or seven his fath- ding silence.
A simple sentence that becoer left home, not to be seen ever
since, and Paninnguaq tried to mes deeply philosophical when
leave this world by jumping into you consider what it entails.
the icy harbor of Nuuk when she
was only sixteen. Now they are
fafner4@yahoo.dk
looking forward. For them, the
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CARLOS TAIBO

Is there something after the collapse?
BOOK: Thoughts on post-collapse societies and ecosocial transition. By Marc Molas Carol
Collapse: Terminal capitalism,
ecosocial transition, ecofascism
Author Carlos Taibo
Publisher: Libros de Anarres, Spain

I’ve heard Carlos Taibo confess
that, when asked if he is an anarchist, his most sincere answer
is «some days». While it is true
that some conclusions
present in Collapse:
Terminal
capitalism,
ecosocial
transition,
ecofascism are shared
by
libertarian
literature, it would be
a mistake to consider
his book an ideological
pamphlet.
Carlos Taibo’s Collapse: Terminal capitalism, ecosocial transition, ecofascism is a
collection of theses
that, admittedly, are
speculative. Without
abandoning the caution of this
confessed conjecture, Taibo
explains how many current
indicators
lead
to
future
scenarios that appear very
possible or almost inevitable
under careful analysis.
The premises at the base of
this book are widely accepted by scientists, sociologists,
economists, and scholars from
many disciplines and will not be
unknown to the reader. However, Taibo seeks to concentrate
all this data and hypotheses
around the concept of collapse,
a kind of anchor and warning
to seafarers. He is not speaking
of cyclical crises or avoidable
events.
Seems undeniable today that
some form of collapse is coming.
The sternness inherent to capitalism and the multiple crises
– ecological, demographic, social, financial ... – lead civilization to a certain outcome, be as
it may it can take many forms.
The collapse is therefore irreversible and inevitable. Beyond
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discussing reasons, inertias, and
events of the different issues
that cascade into a collapse,
Taibo invites an analysis of how
this collapse can take shape and
on the societies that will, hopefully, succeed it.
Climate crisis and energy depletion. Of the many indicators that
announce such collapse, the
ecological footprint is perhaps
the most overwhelming. Today,
Spain needs 3.5 times its territory to support its inhabitants.
In addition, humanity consumes
1.6 times its annual terrestrial
capacity. This makes Spain an
ecological debtor. This credit
is taken from underdeveloped
territories and future generations and unequivocally points to
the collapse of the system. Unlike currency, planets cannot be
printed.
There is an overwhelming consensus that we will experience a
2º to 4º degrees increase in planetary temperature. It’s hard to
determine whether human civilization can survive this threshold, but whatever survives will
be fundamentally different.
According to an estimate
by Antonio Turiel, the peak of
non-renewable energy sources
occurred in 2018. Without the
amount of gas, oil, and coal we
currently consume, 67% of the
world’s population would perish. While this statement is not
free of controversy, it is also true
that undisputable data signals to
the necessity of radical transformations. Transformations that
are not being undertaken. Seems
needless to say, but we are late.
Unfolding the concept of Collapse: Terminal capitalism, ecosocial transition, ecofascism while
being a part of the rich north
may seem like an exercise of the
imagination. Our value codes
may well make us think that
we are not living a collapse.
Taibo urges us to consider that
this is not something to come,

but rather a scenario already
present for many human beings.
If a collapse is inevitable,
wouldn’t it be healthy to accelerate change to take advantage
of the advances it may bring and
mitigate the dire consequences
of climate change?
Studies made by other authors such as Taibo point to a
particularly turbulent scenario
from 2020 to 2050. However, not
all the consequences of the collapse are necessarily negative.
It seems logical to assume that
there will be processes of de-hierarchization, ruralization, and
gain of greater autonomy in societies or groups that take proper
measures in this regard, or in areas where failing centralized authorities and power structures
do not cascade into authoritarian hierarchies.
Eco-fascism. We must remember that within the Nazi party
there were pressure groups that
advocated a return to the countryside, vegetarianism, and
many other environmentalist
postulates. It is nonetheless telling that the war machine of this
same party ventured into a race
of ecological destruction like no
other.
It would be mistaken to think
that ecologist policies with a
fascist twist embraced by Nazi
Germany respond to a unique
moment in history. It is not
unreasonable to expect a resurgence of these ideas within
centralized power structures.
We cannot ignore that, behind
commonly accepted positive
purposes, ecofascism pursues
a solution through demographic
control.
A softer version of this type
of policy can be seen in the marginalization of broad sectors of
the population. Is it excessive
to imagine the emergence of
harsher versions of these same
postulates, advocating extermination to solve the population

problem?
It is a thing to remember that
fascist projects run contrary to
most of the requirements for an
eco-social transition such as decentralization of power or demilitarization, among others.
The movements for the eco-social transition.. Having a moderate awareness of this collapse
unavoidably leads to find an efficient response in the recovery
of practices typical of agricultural life and farmers’ popular
wisdom. We are forced to admit
the effectiveness of ways that
we have too often described as
primitive.
In this eco-social transition
consideration, there’s a critical
analysis to be made about the
technologies that our society
idolizes, identifying whether
they still bear the mark of exploitation, hierarchy, and division of labor.
Carlos Taibo defends the need
to build de-commodified autonomous self-managed spaces. But
beyond that, it must be borne
in mind that many of these projects have advanced while maintaining the atavistic problems of
patriarchy. 70% of the poor population are women, and they do
67% of the work while receiving
10% of the income. Therefore, it
becomes necessary to consider
de-patriarchalization as a basic
element of transitional movements.
Paradoxically, many inhabitants of the poor south are better prepared to face the coming changes. They live in small
communities, have preserved a
healthier relationship with the
natural environment, keep a
richer social life, and are more
autonomous. One only needs to
imagine what would happen in
any European city if the oil supply is cut off. Everything would
fall apart overnight.
marc@moderntimes.no

Words matter

Surviving Autocracy
Author Masha Gessen
Riverhead Books, New York

A lot has been written about
Donald Trump. Not only news
articles, but also books. A recent article in GEN – Medium’s
publication on politics, power,
and culture – featured an interview with Carlos Lozada. He is
is a book critic for the Washington Post and read a total of 150
books on Trump, Trumpism,
and his time in office. All this
was done for a book on the topic he was writing himself. More
books will for sure be written in
the future, but if you should now
read one and only one, Masha
Gessen’s Surviving Autocracy,
which came out this summer,
should be it.
Post-Soviet playbook. Drawing
on their (Gessen is non-binary/
trans and uses they/them pronouns) extensive knowledge and
experience covering and living
under Vladimir Putin’s regime,
the Russian-American journalist dissects Trump’s times, his
behaviour, words, and actions,
to put on a comprehensive and
sharp analysis of their true nature, mechanisms, and effect
on American politics and life.
Mapping Trump's disregard for
human life, his lies, and self-glorification, and his discount of elites and expertise – Gessen connects the dots to bring to light
a fact that has been hidden in
plain sight: Trump's admiration
for the world’s autocrats is more
than admiration, it is a reflection of what he values. With each
example, step by step, Gessen
pins down the central themes
defining autocracy, painfully
showcasing how they are alive
and kicking in the state the USA
is currently found in.
«Trumpism builds on weaknesses and opportunities inherent in the logic of the system,»
Gessen writes. They illustrate
that with more than a few examples of Trump’s decisions that
have severed the ropes keeping
a democratic system into place,
to drain the power from government institutions and place it in
his own hands. The presidential apparatus he has created
is made of a carefully curated

group of individuals who match
and serve him well.
In struggling to keep up with
his actions, as Gessen shows, the
language of liberal democracy
cannot accurately describe what
is going on. Using the work of
Hungarian writer Balint Magyar
and his example from post-Soviet states, Gessen illustrates how
words fail in front of Trumpian
reality. «Trumpian news has a
way of being shocking without
being surprising,» writes Gessen
at the beginning. The term «fake
news» is now an empty word and
a Trumpian tool. Distrust in media is the very illustration of «divide and conquer». Trump's way
of using words renders them meaningless, and in an autocracy,
the clarity of language and the
reliability of the news is one of
the first things that get arrested
and disappear.
«Reality». In lack of a proper vocabulary and the ability to rely
on information, focus shifts and
everything becomes possible,
while the ability to engage with
a regime shrinks. Trying to make
sense of things and searching for

MASHA GESSEN

BOOK: A guide to understanding, resisting, and recovering from the tumultuous
Donald Trump presidency. By Bianca-Olivia Nita

some understanding, one’s mind
can give up quickly in a mess of
words, like losing the ropes of
a reality one feels they cannot
overcome. As Gessen notes, people living in autocratic regimes
«stop paying attention, disengage».
Mapping Trump's disregard
for human life, his lies, and
self-glorification, and his discount of elites and expertise – Gessen connects the dots to bring
to light a fact that has been hidden in plain sight
Gessen’s writing has a way of
cutting a multi-layered reality
into small chunks and tying them

together, adding that coherence
and spine that is missing in following each day of Trumpian
news. In Gessen’s recognizable
style, the book reads like a thriller. You might know pieces of
the story but only now do they
finally seem to come to life and
make sense. If living in a world
where Trump is the president of
the United States seems like a reality made of pieces of bad news,
reading Surviving Autocracy will
put them in perspective.
The book gives the coherence and the understanding we all
search for, and in a strange way,
in reading it one finds not only
clarity but also reassurance. Not
only because Gessen also offers
some possibly plausible solutions for coming out of this dark
era and calls for claiming back
that vital political language now
lost. But also because the book
has the moral voice of a mind
that stays sharp and calm in the
middle of the chaos, and shows
that words do matter. Navigating
these confusing times, we all
need that.
olivianita@outlook.com
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«Now, in the midst of pandemic
constraints, is the best time to
reflect on the essential role of
the films, cinema, film festivals»
ASTRA FILM FESTIVAL: Head of Programming Csilla Kato speaks on the
Romanian documentary festival's 2020 hybrid edition, its challenges, and the
post-pandemic industry. By Steve Rickinson
Astra Film Festival, the long-running
Sibiu, Romania based documentary
destination, emerges from its successful
open-air session anticipating its second
session online. Across its 25+ editions,
Astra Film Festival has situated itself
as a major event in the European film
community and Romania’s leading documentary festival.
Astra ONLINE time akes places 16 –
25 October 2020 for audiences around
Romania and will feature many of the
open-air festival’s favourites, as well
as two new competitions. With our
week in Sibiu behind us, Modern Times
Review spoke with the festival’s Head
of Programming Csilla Kato about the
challenges the festival faced in this most
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interesting of years, as well as a dive into
the current landscape of Romanian documentary film.
What was the most difficult aspect of
putting the 27th Astra Film Festival
together in this most volatile of years?
This year for any film festival, or event
expecting thousands, or tens of thousands of spectators, the major difficulty
was/is the lack of any predictability and
the possibility of proper planning. In this
sense, we initially bet for a hybrid festival combining cinema screenings with
an online version for our mid-October
festival, hoping cinemas will be open in a
restrictive way. The evolution of the pandemic in the country indicated that the
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cinema opening and attendance will not
happen as we expected. And in fact, the
biggest difficulty came when we made a
very risky decision: to start our festival
much earlier, in order to catch the weather of late summer nights for 10 days,
organising a «physical» outdoor festival
edition (followed by an online part),
and we had only 3 weeks to prepare and
promote it. I must say, it was an incredible «tour de force», as we have never
had open-air festival screenings before.
The first 2-3 days of the festival I was
staring at the festival photos, to help me
process and believe, that it is running.
The Open-Air festival session featured
some interesting new ways and locati-

ons to screen films. Can you talk a little
about the thought process there and
how you came to the location decisions
that you did?
This festival has been born in Sibiu,
a quarter of a century ago, and has had
a major contribution to reshaping the
profile of the town. From a charming
medieval Transylvanian city today it has
become a cool cultural city, attracting
the public for its cultural events from the
whole country and abroad. Usually, there are many outdoor events happening
in the city center, in the three main
pizzettas. For us, the major difficulty
was to choose the right places, which
are attractive, accessible, pleasant for
the public, but at the same time, offer

CREDIT: RARE HELICI

intimacy for the film screenings. We wanted to bring all the festival practices we
had before in the screening room into
the open-air version. We also needed
silent, remote places where we can make
Q&A-s. That is how the idea of the Open
Air Ethnographic Museum locations
came in, which is situated in the outskirt
of the city, in a huge forest and it has a
lake in the middle, a wonderful place,
with many possibilities. Despite the pressure of time, we have pointed out totally
unusual, unconventional screenings there: on a huge screen near the lake, and
the public was watching the films from
boats, recreating the instability of the
times we live, in a real-time film audience
experience.
Will you offer your insight into the future of film festivals in the post-COVID-19
era? How do you see film festivals
resuming? What sort of presentation do
you see them taking?
Now, in the midst of pandemic constraints, is the best time to reflect on the
essential role of the films, cinema, film
festivals, when they are being canceled,
and the online or hybrid film festivals
can not substitute the «real ones». Half
a year after the pandemic has affected
our film festival world, I can say, that I
am convinced that the post-pandemic
period many of the practices which film
festival developed so far will be restored.
Let me sum up and argue in a few points:
Festivals moving online found themselves in a huge, noisy competing environment, where it is hard to define and
redefine their place and role. In mids of
increased online consumption of films
on VOD platforms (not to mention the
aggressive spread of Netflix with the

Dear reader

exclusive original content they are profilm industries, businesses, institutions,
ducing and widely distributing) to all
and information providing places in
sorts of online content from social media which multiple agents negotiate local,
to entertainment of all sorts.
national, and supranational relations of
Still, I am convinced, that film festivals
culture, power, dominant discourses and
will regain their place after the pandemic identity. The first signs and the beneficial
to be the indispensable venues not just
effects the pandemic situation was that
for development, exposure, and promofestival organizers have opened up for
tion of new films, but they will remain
discussion and cooperation rather than
the crucial nodes for the development
following each other in a harsh compeof film knowledge: festivals create the
titive manner. A dynamic festival circuit
space for reflection, for evaluating films,
has been shaped so far.
shape what films the audiences will see,
they are centers of creating, and cultivaIn terms of documentary film, do you
ting cinephilia. It is a question if they will have a specific film that brought your
be only «physical» venues or «online».
interest in the genre?
So far the online film festivals could not
The real satisfaction in my programreplicate the specific «festival space
ing work comes every year, after watchand time». Still, as we are in middle the
ing hundreds of films, I discover the inoutburst of digital and technological
genious way the documentary cinema
innovations, I do not exclude in the futulanguage and practices are being used.
re the possibility of development of an
This year I was particularly delighted by
adequate online infrastructure ready to
young authors, with a solid background
serve this essential need of film
in contemporary art, who have
festivals.
adventured making pure docuIt was an
Moreover, I am confident that
mentary cinema pieces in a very
incredible
after the pandemic, film festirefined and mature way on sub«tour de
vals will regain the place they
jects which are seemingly over reforce»
play in the public sphere of our
flected for centuries in many arts
societies: as essential places of
and many ways (adultery, patrioreflection, places where public discourtism), and yet they succeeded to articuses may emerge/being created, and
late important new strands of reflection,
humanistic, aesthetic values are being
by choosing the right angle to approach
reinforced.
(Talking About Adultery by Bara Jichova
We tend to forget to think about inTyson, The Corncrake Paradox by Georg
ternational film festivals as nodes of a
Oberlechner).
very dense network of a festival circuit
as part of a larger organic entity. Interna- How would you describe the Romanian
tional film festivals, as part of a festival
documentary industry? Over the past
circuit, together have an essential role in few months, a handful of Romanian
accommodating culture and commerce,
films have had much success on the
experimentation and entertainment, and
international circuit. How do you see
global funding, they maintain the global
this trend continuing? What is lacking

in the country’s non-fiction industry?
To talk about the non-fiction industry
in a country like Romania is in itself an
exaggeration. There is no clear-cut policy developed on this genre of cinema:
there are some totally chaotic and very
scarce possibilities of funding schemes,
some festival hubs. The very fact that
there are so many films made in these
conditions is a miracle in itself. And the
fact that there are even some excellent
films made, which have incredible success in the international festival circuit,
is purely the merit of the work of a handful of very talented, dedicated directors,
producers, and team`, who are investing
their time and talent in these films.
Finally, can you speak about the
October ONLINE session of Astra Film
Festival?
The online edition of Astra Film Festival 2020, 15-26 October will showcase
the films selected for two competition
sections: «New voices in documentary
cinema» and «Central and Eastern European» section, as well as the award-winning films from the open-air edition. As it
will be for the first time we open up our
program for a wider audience deblocked
in Romania, we have selected 10 films
Best of Astra Film shown in the earlier
edition of the festival, relying on the
success of these films, we hope that a
newcomer public will find films on their
taste. The online edition will host the industry program DocumentaryTank@AFF
2020, hosting mentorship, and pitching
session for new documentary film projects in development from the region.
steve@moderntimes.review
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T H E E U R O P E A N D O C U M E N TA R Y M A G A Z I N E

CPH:DOX

Copenhagen, Denmark

THESSALONIKI DF
Thessaloniki, Greece

ONE WORLD
Prague, Czech

CINÉMA DU RÉEL
Paris, France

Intellectually
stimulating
and emotionally
engaging?

We find our essayistic reviews necessary for a society overflowing with
infotainment and audio-visual material – in desperate need of critical
nuances. The editorial line is politically radical, social-liberal or maybe
eco-anarchistic – a fight for freedom and solidarity.
If you would like to support our non-profit publication, please click here to subscribe and the next
issues will be sent directly to you. You will also be able to access all our weekly published online
articles (now close to 2000).
We hope you did enjoy reading!
Truls Lie, editor-in-chief
THE PAINTER AND THE THIEF
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HUMAN IDFF
Oslo, Norway

MAJORDOCS
Palma, Mallorca

BOOKS

New Big Tech, New Left Cinema

PHOTOGRAPHY

The Self Portrait; Dear Mr. Picasso

Animation!
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Another brick in the wall

PRISON: A picturesque hybrid documentary within a hopelessly overcrowded prison in Madagascar. By Lauren Wissot
Zaho Zay
Director Georg Tiller, Maéva Ranaïvojaona
Austria, France, Madagascar

Zaho Zay is as complex and richly layered as it is troubling and compelling. An
Austria/France/Madagascar co-production from an Austrian male director and a
French female filmmaker of Malagasy origin, this unusual hybrid is not quite doc,
not quite fiction, neither
shamelessly colonialist in
These
its gaze, nor entirely free
prisoners...
from the outsider’s POV.
are
Taking its title from the roll
rendered
call response («It’s me!»)
given by inmates in the
soulless
real «Madagascar prison
characters
where much of the film is
set, the experimental project is also less focused on the men (and,
towards the end, women) behind the proverbial bars than in the visual springbo-

ard their faces and bodies provide for the
daydreamy narrative (which is accompanied by a lyrical voiceover, written by a
French/Malagasy writer).
Guides. Our offscreen guide is a fictional
female prison guard whose father, we
learn early on, murdered his own brother before abandoning her as a child.
The anonymous narrator fantasizes that
one day her uncle will show up among
the lawbreakers she’s tasked to watch
over – a fantasy that soon takes her (and
us) on a journey throughout the rural
countryside, trailing the wandering nameless killer and his ever-present dice,
which he rolls to decide the fate of his
victims. And to complicate the situation,
that lethal father is played by none other
than the real-life uncle of one of the filmmakers, Maéva Ranaïvojaona. Which,
of course, implicates the team behind
the lens in the tale they’ve weaved regardless of whether what we’re seeing

is completely fabricated or
touching on any «truth.»
And here’s where the
complications get a bit thornier – at least for this Western viewer. For when Ranaïvojaona and her Austrian co-director
Georg Tiller embarked on Zaho Zay after
visiting Madagascar – a country Ranaivojaona hadn’t set foot in since she was
a young girl – on a location scout, they
subsequently found themselves working
on an NGO-commissioned short about
prisons, and that footage ultimately made
its way into this film. Hence the real inmates.
Another brick. But problematically, these prisoners, in Zaho Zay at least, are
rendered soulless characters without
backstories, serving instead as a convenient canvas for a fictional tale. Nevertheless, the absorbing story is certainly
brought to life by evocative VO poetry
and an intoxicating sound design; and by

Halvside annonse kommer
ref Steve
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exquisitely framed images of the Madagascar landscape. Not to mention, most
effectively, by scenes showcasing the
traveling criminal whose face seems to
mirror all the angles of the wondrous natural world that surrounds him. Still, he
himself has no inner life.
Adding to this uncomfortable fact, the
overhead shots capturing not the killer
but the condemned as a sea of bodies,
forced to forever swim in an inhumanely overcrowded container, proved to me
most memorable. This is some striking
cinematography for sure, bringing to
mind echoes of Bosch. Which is also precisely the dilemma. For when humanity
becomes a sea, the flesh-and-blood individual retreats. Rendered as nothing
more than an unimportant speck that I
could almost forget in this cinematic reverie, each one just another brick in a
far-off prison wall.
laurenvile@yahoo.com

